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Chapter 1
Introduction to the PartQuest Portal

The PartQuest Portal application is a subscription-based solution with a variety of part research, creation, 
and management features that integrate with Xpedition® and PADS® authoring tools.

The PartQuest Portal Community subscription enables you to do the following:

• Research parts from the Digi-Key component catalog using parametric search

• Download symbol and footprint information for a part

• Download component information provided by part manufacturers and Digi-Key

• Get help from a member of the PartQuest Portal support team by using a chat session, which you 

initiate from the portal.partquest.com  website by clicking the following button:

In addition to what a Community subscription enables, the PartQuest Portal Essential subscription 
enables you to do the following:

• Create project folders to organize parts

• Create a custom symbol and footprint for a part

• Request a symbol and footprint from the part creation service

For system requirements and release note information, see the following topics in the PartQuest Portal 
Release Highlights  manual:

• PartQuest Portal System Requirements

• PartQuest Portal Release Highlights

• PartQuest Portal Known Issues

Visit the online PartQuest Communities  for discussion forums, additional documentation, and how-to 
videos.

The following topics can help you get started with the PartQuest Portal application:

Registration
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application
Subscribing to a PartQuest Portal Plan
Subscription Manager
Starting the Subscription Manager
Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses
Set Up Your PartQuest Portal Profile
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Introduction to the PartQuest Portal
Registration  

Registration
To access the PartQuest Portal application, you must first complete the Siemens WebKey registration, 
licensing, and account activation process. You can purchase a subscription plan and licensing to the 
application at any time.

Begin the Siemens WebKey registration, licensing, account activation, and subscription process in one of 
the following ways:

• From the Xpedition, PADS Professional, or PADS Designer or Layout tool Start page (the pane 
on the right), click “PartQuest Portal”, and follow the instructions.

• Go to the PartQuest Portal home page (portal.partquest.com) and follow the instructions.

• Visit the Siemens Digital Industries Software  homepage, search for “PartQuest Portal”, and follow 
the instructions.

After you purchase a subscription, you will receive email from Siemens Digital Industries Software 
confirming your registration and a link to start the PartQuest Portal application.

Related Topics
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application

Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application
Signing in to the PartQuest Portal application with your Siemens account gives you access to all of the 
capabilities of your active licenses.

Prerequisites

• Your browser is set to accept cookies from the PartQuest Portal application 
(portal.partquest.com).

• You have a Siemens account.

Tip
You can create an account by clicking Create Account  in the upper-right corner of the 
home page and following the Register  tab prompts.

Procedure
1. From a browser, navigate to the PartQuest Portal application (portal.partquest.com).

2. Click Login  in the upper-right corner.

If you have closed your browser since you previously logged out of the application, the next time 
you access the sign-in page appears. If this is the same browsing session since your last sign-out, 
you are automatically signed in without needing to re-enter your sign-in credentials.
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Subscribing to a PartQuest Portal Plan

3. From the Sign In  tab of the sign-in page, type your Siemens account username and password, 
and then click the Sign In  button.

In the upper-right corner, the Login  button is replaced by the Welcome <your_name>  menu.

4. (Optional) If it’s the first time you have signed in to the application, the Select Tool dialog box 
appears. Select the Siemens EDA tool you are using.

You can change the default design entry tool flow. See “Changing the Default Flow”  on page 17.

Results
The Portal application authenticates your email and password, and then the Home page appears in the 
default browser.

Related Topics
Registration

Changing the Default Flow

Subscribing to a PartQuest Portal Plan
You can subscribe to a PartQuest Portal subscription plan from the Siemens PLM Store.

Note:
A Help topic subheading: PartQuest Portal Subscription: <plan>  specifies the minimum 
subscription plan (also called tier) required to access the Portal functionality.

Prerequisites

• Your browser is set to accept cookies from the Siemens website and PartQuest Portal application 
(portal.partquest.com).

• You have a Siemens account.

Tip
You can create an account by clicking Create Account  in the upper-right corner of the 
portal.partquest.com home page and following the Register  tab prompts.

Procedure
1. From a browser, navigate to the PartQuest Portal website (portal.partquest.com).

2. From the home page, scroll to the Subscriptions section.

Each subscription plan appears as a tile.

3. Click the Subscribe  button of any PartQuest Portal subscription plan.

The PartQuest Portal page of the Siemens PLM Store appears.
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Subscription Manager  

4. Locate a subscription plan and then click the Learn More  button.

The description page for the subscription plan appears.

5. Follow the instructions to purchase the subscription plan.

Subscription Manager
Role: User with Subscription Administrator rights.

The Subscription Manager dashboard authenticates a PartQuest Portal application subscription, 
establishes entitlements, and provisions licenses to users in the account. A user with Subscription 
Administrator rights uses the Subscription Manager dashboard to assign and manage the licenses 
allocated from a Portal application subscription.

Note:
The Portal application is scalable to fit changing requirements. You can purchase additional 
licenses to allocate to your active subscription.

By default, the first Portal application subscription user automatically receives Subscription Administrator 
privileges. When allocating Portal application licenses, the Subscription Administrator can designate 
additional licensed users with the same administrative privileges. Any user with Subscription 
Administrator privileges can grant the same privileges to another licensed Portal application user.

My Subscriptions Page
The Subscription Manager My Subscriptions page shows your subscriptions. Each tile represents one 
subscription plan. Depending on the terms of the account, a Portal application subscription includes a 
fixed number of licenses to allocate to users within a company or organization. The number of available 
licenses appear in each subscription plan tile, as shown in Example 1: Subscription Manager - My 
Subscriptions Page.

Example 1. Subscription Manager - My Subscriptions Page
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Subscription Manager

Licenses Page
The Subscription Manager Licenses page shows the user assignment for each PartQuest Portal 
application license as shown in Example 2: Subscription Manager - Licenses Page. Each tile represents 
one licensed user. A tile displays each licensed user’s name, email address, and (optional) company 
name.

You can assign a Portal application license to a new user or, when licensed user credentials change (for 
example, a new email address), update the Portal application license record.

Example 2. Subscription Manager - Licenses Page

Assign License Page
When you assign a license to a user, the Subscription Manager Assign License Page displays a form to 
specify user credentials as shown in Example 3: Subscription Manager - Assign License Page. The page 
also displays the Portal application subscription terms and duration.

A user with Subscription Administrator privileges can grant the same privileges to other licensed users by 
selecting the Subscription Admin check box.
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Subscription Manager  

Example 3. Subscription Manager - Assign License Page

Manage License Page
The Subscription Manager Manage License Page, as shown in Example 4: Subscription Manager - 
Manage License Page, displays a form modify the licensed user’s credentials. Use the Manage License 
page to view the subscription terms and duration, update a user credential (for example, change a user’s 
name), or unassign the Portal license and make it available to the Administrator to allocate to other users.

A user with Subscription Administrator privileges can optionally grant the same privileges to other 
licensed users by selecting the Subscription Admin check box.
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Starting the Subscription Manager

Example 4. Subscription Manager - Manage License Page

Related Topics
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application

Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses

Starting the Subscription Manager
Role: User with Subscription Administration rights.

Use the Subscription Manager dashboard to allocate PartQuest Portal licenses to users.

Restrictions and Limitations

• You must have Subscription Administration rights to access the Subscription Manager dashboard.
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Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses  

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. Choose the Welcome <your_name>  > Manage Subscriptions  menu item.

The My Subscriptions page opens as shown in “My Subscriptions Page”  on page 8. Each tile 
in the page represents one subscription.

2. Click the Manage Licenses  button of any PartQuest Portal subscription tile.

The Licenses page opens as shown in “Licenses Page”  on page 9.

Results
The Subscription Manager dashboard displays the Licenses page where you allocate PartQuest Portal 
licenses to users. You are ready to assign, modify, or unassign PartQuest Portal licenses to users.

Related Topics
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application

Subscription Manager

Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses

Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning 
PartQuest Portal Licenses
Role: User with Subscription Administration rights.

You must have a PartQuest Portal application license to access the capabilities enabled by a subscription 
plan. Use the Subscription Manager dashboard to view subscriptions and allocate Portal application 
licenses to users. You can also modify licensed user credentials and remove licenses from users who no 
longer require access to a subscription plan.

Restrictions and Limitations

• You must have Subscription Administration rights to use the Subscription Manager dashboard 
(see “Subscription Manager”  on page 8).

Prerequisites

• You successfully logged in to the Portal application.

• You started the Subscription Manager dashboard (see “Starting the Subscription Manager”  on 
page 11).
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Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses

• Your subscription has one or more unallocated Portal application licenses.

• You know the name and email address of the Siemens WebKey account user that requires a 
Portal application license.

Procedure
1. Perform any of the following operations from the Subscription Manager dashboard:

Table  1. Subscription Manager Operations

If you want to...  Do the following...

Assign a Portal application 
license to a user

1. From the My Subscriptions page, find any PartQuest Portal tile, 
and then click Manage Licenses.

2. From the Licenses page do the following:
• If the subscription has no active licenses, click Assign 

License.

• If the subscription has active licenses, find the tile with the 
user's name, and then click Assign License.

3. In the Assign PartQuest Portal <plan_name>  License page, 
type the email, user's first and last name, and company name.

See “Assign License Page”  on page 9.
 Tip
Ensure the user email address matches the user's 
Siemens WebKey account email address.

4. (Optional) Select the "Subscription Admin" checkbox to grant 
the user access rights to the Subscription Manager dashboard.

5. Click Save.

The application sends an email to the applicable user, who then 
follows the instructions to start the PartQuest Portal application.

Modify user credentials for an 
allocated Portal application 
license

1. From the My Subscriptions page, find any PartQuest Portal tile, 
and then click Manage Licenses.

2. From the Licenses page, find the tile with the user's name, and 
then click Manage License.

3. In the Manage PartQuest Portal <plan_name>  License page, 
type the email, user's first and last name, and company name.

See “Manage License Page”  on page 10.

4. (Optional) Select the "Subscription Admin" checkbox to grant 
the user access rights to the Subscription Manager dashboard.

5. Click Save.

6. Click OK  to acknowledge the changes.

Unassign a Portal application 
license

1. From the My Subscriptions page, find any PartQuest Portal tile, 
and then click Manage Licenses.

2. From the Licenses page, find the tile with the user's name, and 
then click Manage License.
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Assigning, Modifying, and Unassigning PartQuest Portal Licenses  

If you want to...  Do the following...

See “Manage License Page”  on page 10.

3. Click Unassign.

4. Click Yes  to confirm.

5. Click OK  to acknowledge the license is unassigned.

2. To assign, modify, or unassign another Portal application license from the Subscription Manager 
dashboard, repeat Step 1.

Related Topics
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application

Subscription Manager

Starting the Subscription Manager
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Set Up Your PartQuest Portal Profile

Set Up Your PartQuest Portal Profile
Before you use the PartQuest Portal application, you should configure your PartQuest Portal My Profile 
settings such as how you want to map properties and create custom symbols and footprints.

Configuring User Partitions
Mapping Digi-Key Property Names
Changing the Default Flow
Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Configuring User Partitions
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The PartQuest Portal application enables you to create and maintain user-defined partitions to help keep 
your downloaded parts organized. When you download a part, you first choose the target partition. By 
default, the PartQuest Portal application uses the same target partition for subsequent downloads of parts 
from the same category.

For more information on relating user partitions to the partitions of your local libraries and component 
information system, search for “EDX package” and “PartQuest” in your data management tool’s online 
help and documentation.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. Visit your PartQuest Portal profile page by choosing the Welcome {your_name}  > My Profile 

menu item.

2. Scroll to the Download Configuration section, and then in the Partitions subsection, click the Edit 
Partitions  button.

The User Partitions window opens.

3. From the User Partitions window, do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Add a new partition 1. Click the + Add New Partition  button.

2. Type the new partition name.

3. Click the Done  button.
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Mapping Digi-Key Property Names  

If you want to... Do the following...

Edit the name of an existing 
partition 1. Click the Edit  ( ) button associated with the partition you 

want to change.

2. Edit the name.

3. Click the Done  button.

Delete a partition 1. Click the Close  ( ) button for the partition you want to 
delete.

2. Click the Yes  button to confirm you want to delete the partition.

4. When you are finished, close the User Partitions window.

Results
You have configured download partitions. You are ready to download part data.

Related Topics
Downloading and Accessing Part Data

Mapping Digi-Key Property Names

Mapping Digi-Key Property Names
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The PartQuest Portal application enables you to map Digi-Key property names to property names that 
you define, or to property names that match your local libraries and component information system.

For more information on relating Digi-Key properties to the properties of your local libraries and 
component information system, search for “EDX package” and “PartQuest” in your data management 
tool’s online help and documentation.

Tip
Properties appear as characteristics in the EDX package file (.edx).

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest website with your Siemens account. For more information, see 
“Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. Visit your PartQuest Portal profile page by choosing the Welcome {your_name}  > My Profile 

menu item.

2. Scroll to the Download Configuration section, and then in the Property Mapping subsection, click 
the Edit Property Map  button.

The Property Map window opens.
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Changing the Default Flow

3. Do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Add a new property map 1. Click the + Add New Property Map  button.

2. Type the name of the Digi-Key property you want to map, and 
then type the name of the property you want to map it to.

3. Select the partition for the mapping from the Select Partitions 
dropdown menu.

 Note:
If you choose a partition other than “All Partitions”, only 
parts you download to that partition use the defined 
property mapping. The property mapping for a specific 
partition overrides the property mapping for “All Partitions” 
of the same Digi-Key property name.

4. Click the Done  button.

The Property Map window displays your property mappings.

Edit a property map 1. Click the Edit  ( ) button of the property map you want to 
edit.

2. Type the property names, and then click the Done  button.

Delete a property map 1. Click the Close  ( ) button for the property map you want to 
delete.

2. Click the  button again to confirm.

4. When you are finished, close the Property Map window.

Results
You have edited the mapping of Digi-Key properties to user-defined properties. You are ready to 
download part data.

Related Topics
Downloading and Accessing Part Data

Configuring User Partitions

Changing the Default Flow
You can change the default design entry tool flow to use when downloading PartQuest Portal part data.

Note:
If you choose any page with a part list and you have not specified a default flow, the Select Tool 
dialog box appears so you can select them.

PartQuest™ Portal Guide and Reference Manual 17
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Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. From the portal.partquest.com  page, click Welcome, <your_name>, and then click My Profile 

from the dropdown list.

2. In the Default Flow section of the My Profile page, click any Use As Default  button.

The tool disables the button and changes the label to Current Flow.

Related Topics
Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application

Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The Symbol Creator tool enables you to create a custom symbol for a PartQuest Portal part. Prior to 
using the Symbol Creator tool you need to set basic characteristics of your symbol such as the layout and 
size of the symbol graphics and text, and graphic annotations that are applied to terminals(pins).

Table  2. Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Setting Description

Unit Defines the unit for all measurements on the symbol.

Grid Size Defines the grid size.

Property Texts Controls visible property text position and size.

Terminal(Pin) Display

Terminal(Pin) Spacing Defines the spacing between terminals. This setting determines 
the general size of your symbol. The terminal names, terminal 
numbers, and other graphical characteristics are sized relative to 
the terminal spacing. You should always choose a terminal(pin) 
spacing that is equal to, or a multiple of, the schematic grid you 
are using.

Graphic Annotations Optionally enable graphic annotations on your symbol as defined 
by the IEEE ANSI drafting standards.

Terminal(Pin) Display Property 
Name

Enables you to change the name of the terminal property used to 
display the terminal(pin) name. The default terminal property is 
PinLabel.
The PartQuest Symbol Creator tool enables you to use duplicate 
terminal(pin) names, and these names display on the resulting 
symbol as duplicates; however, each duplicate entry uses a 
hidden label with a suffix of __x where “x” is a number starting at 
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Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Table  2. Symbol Creator Tool Settings  (continued)

Setting Description
0 and incrementing by 1 for each duplicate terminal name on the 
same symbol.
The tool adds the displayed name as a property of the 
terminal(pin). By default, the name of this property is “PinLabel.” 
For example, you may have 3 terminals that are all GND, and you 
want to see GND. You can specify these as GND, and PartQuest 
uses “PinLabel,” or whatever property you provide, to label 
each terminal with GND for display on the symbol. The actual 
terminal(pin) names are GND__0, GND__1, GND__2.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. Open the Symbol Creator Settings page by doing one of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Open the settings page from your 
profile page

1. Visit your PartQuest Portal profile page by choosing the 
Welcome {your_name}  > My Profile  menu item.

2. Scroll to the Custom Symbols section.
 Note:
From the Custom Symbols section you can get more 
information about symbol graphics by doing the following:

◦ Download the “IEEE Standard - Std 315-1975 Graphic 
Symbols for Electrical and Electronics Diagrams” 
document.

◦ Go to the IEC Webstore to purchase the “IEC Standard 
- 60617:2012 DB Graphical Symbols for Diagrams” 
document.

3. In the Symbol Creator subsection, click the Settings  button.

Open the settings page from the 
Symbol Creator page

1. Display a list of parts from either a search, the Favorites page, 
or a project page. See “Searching for Parts”  on page 23, 
“Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29, or 
“Viewing and Managing Projects”  on page 31.

2. From a part list, expand one of the part descriptions by clicking 
the More  button.

3. Click the Choose Symbol  button.

4. From the Choose Symbol window, click the Create Symbol  (+) 
button.

5. On the Symbol Creator page, click the Settings  button.

The Symbol Creator Settings page displays.

2. In the Unit section, do the following:
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Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings  

If you want to... Do the following...

Set the grid size unit From the Unit dropdown list, choose one of: Inches, Centimeters, 
or Millimeters.
You should choose the unit that matches the unit you use in your 
schematic capture tool so that the symbol more easily aligns with 
the schematic grid during placement.

Set the grid size In the Grid Size field, type a numeric value. A valid value range is 
provided under the Grid Size field.

Restore the section to the default 
settings

At the bottom of the section, click the Reset All to Defaults 
button.

3. In the Property Texts section, do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Add a new property to the 
visibility list

1. Click the add (+) button.

2. Type a value in the text field and press Return.

 Note:
Property settings only apply to your symbol if the property is 
present on the symbol. Properties come from the supplier, 
which you can map to your preferred property names using 
property mapping. See “Mapping Digi-Key Property Names” 
on page 16.

Remove an existing property 
from the visibility list

1. Double-click the property tab you wish to remove from the 
visibility list.

 Note:
You can not delete the default REFDES tab.

The text highlights in the text field.

2. With the property text highlighted, press Delete or Backspace.

3. With the text field empty, press Return.

Set the location of the text 
relative to the symbol body

1. Click a property tab to select it.

2. In the Location page, click one of the positions: Top, Bottom, 
Left, or Right.

Set the Font size of the text In the Font Size text field, do one of the following:
• Specify the text size as “Automatic”.

This setting causes the Symbol Creator tool to scale the 
text size relative to the size of the terminal (pin) spacing you 
choose.

• Enter a numeric value.

Restore the section to the default 
settings

At the bottom of the section, click the Reset All to Defaults 
button.
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Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

4. In the Terminal(Pin) Display section, do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Specify the Terminal(Pin) spacing In the Grid field, specify the spacing between two or more 
terminals on the same side of the symbol by typing a numeric 
value representing grid units.
For example, if your Grid Size is set to 0.01 inches, then setting 
the spacing at 2 grid units would create a terminal(pin) spacing of 
0.02 inches.

Enable/disable graphic 
annotations on your symbol

In the “Show graphic for” section, set the corresponding property 
to “Yes” to enable the generation of that graphic for any terminal 
that has that property defined.

Change the name of the terminal 
property used to display the 
terminal(pin) name

In the Terminal(Pin) Pin Display Property Name section, select the 
existing text (PinLabel is the default) and type the new value.

Restore the section to the default 
settings

At the bottom of the section, click the Reset All to Defaults 
button.

5. After you have changed settings on the Symbol Creator Settings page, do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Restore the entire page to the 
default settings

At the bottom of the page, click the Reset All to Defaults  button.

Discard changes and return to 
the Symbol Creator

At the bottom of the page, click the Discard Changes  button.

Save your changes At the bottom of the page, click the Save and Exit  button.
The changes are saved and you are redirected to either your 
profile page or to the Symbol Creator page, depending on where 
you started.

Related Topics
Symbol Management

Terminal(Pin) Properties

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method

Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Example of Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol
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Chapter 2
Find and Download Parts

The PartQuest Portal application enables you to search for a part in the Digi-Key® component catalog by 
choosing a predefined category, such as resistors or capacitors, and then typing keywords to narrow the 
search. You can also narrow the search by choosing from parts that are RoHS compliant, lead free, and 
in stock. Once found, you can download manufacturer part data to your system along with any footprint, 
symbol, and 3D data.

Searching for Parts
Downloading and Accessing Part Data

Searching for Parts
The PartQuest Portal search enables you to research parts and download part symbols and footprints.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6

Procedure
1. In the search pane at the top of the PartQuest Portal website (shown in the following figure), do 

any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Show all parts in the PartQuest 
Portal library

Without choosing any options, filters, or adding any keywords, 
click the Search  button.
A very large list of parts displays across multiple pages in the 
PartQuest Portal part list pane, which is located under the search 
pane. You can navigate to the different pages from the bottom of 
the part list pane.

Show all parts that contain a 
keyword in the part description

In the field labeled “Search by Part Number or Keyword”, enter 
a string of characters, and then press Return or click the Search 
button.
One or more parts containing your string of characters 
somewhere in the description display in the PartQuest Portal part 
list pane, which is located under the search pane.
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If you want to... Do the following...

 Note:
If you click in the empty “Search by Part Number or Keyword” 
field, the tool displays any previous keywords you entered in 
the current session. This enables you to choose and execute a 
previous keyword search.

Show only parts that are included 
in a specified category

1. Click the All Categories field in the search pane.

A list of categories displays.

2. Click one of the categories to expand the list of subcategories.

3. Click one of the subcategories to start the search.

One or more parts matching the search criteria displays in the 
PartQuest Portal part list pane, which is located under the search 
pane.

Show or hide parts based 
on whether they are RoHS 
Compliant, Lead Free, or In Stock

1. Use the check boxes that appear below the search pane to 
show (selected) or hide (unselected) parts that are:

• RoHS Compliant — An RoHS Compliant label in the part 
description indicates that the component is compliant with 
the EU's Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive. If 
the label is absent, either the part is not RoHS compliant 
or there is no information available pertaining to its RoHS 
compliance.

• Lead Free — A Lead Free label in the part description 
indicates that the component contains no lead. If the label 
is absent, either the component contains lead or there is no 
information available pertaining to its lead content.

• In Stock

2. Click the Search  button to start the search.

One or more parts matching the search criteria displays in the 
PartQuest Portal part list pane, which is located under the search 
pane.

Note:
At the top of the PartQuest Portal part list pane, the tool reports how many parts it found, 
such as: “Showing 1-25 of 108 part(s)”. At the bottom of the part list pane, the tool reports 
which page of parts results the tool is displaying, such as: “Page 1 of 5”.

2. (Optional) To further narrow the search results list, do the following:

a. If a part subcategory is not selected, click sub-category  from the Filters pane on the left, and 
then use the Choose Search Location dialog box to select a subcategory.

b. Click the Filters  item from the pane on the left, as shown on the left in the following figure:
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c. Click a filter category from the Filters list to display a list of choices. For example, if you click 
“Manufacturer”, a list of all manufacturers displays.

d. Select one or more choices, and then click Done.

The tool updates the search results list to only show parts that match your filter(s). Your filter 
choices appear in the Filters list under the appropriate Filter category, as shown on the right 
side of the previous figure.

Note:
Once you start selecting filters, you may notice that the list of available search filters 
starts to decrease. The PartQuest Portal application automatically removes any 
remaining filters from the list that would bring your search results to 0.

e. Repeat steps 2.c  and 2.d  until you have applied all your desired filters.

3. (Optional) To edit your filters, do the following:

a. Click the Edit Filters  button at the bottom of the Filters list to display the “Filters (Narrow your 
results)” window.

b. Choose the filter category you want to change, and then add or subtract selections.
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a. (Optional) If your Filters list has been constrained because of previous choices but you want to 
see the entire list, click the Show All Filters  button at the top-right of the “Filters (Narrow your 
results)” window.

b. (Optional) If you want to reset all filters, click the Reset All Filters  button at the bottom of the 
“Filters (Narrow your results)” window.

c. When you are finished, click Done.

4. (Optional) If you navigate away from your search results, you can return to your original results by 
clicking the Return to Last Search  button at the top of the pane on the left side.

Results
The search results list reflects the part matches based on the search parameters you specified in addition 
to any filters you added to narrow the search.

Related Topics
Part Information Display

Part and Project Management

Downloading and Accessing Part Data
You can download PartQuest Portal part eCAD data in the Enterprise Data eXchange (EDX) format 
directly through your web browser.

Tip
An alternative to downloading part data as an EDX package file (.edx), is to drag and drop a part 
from the PartQuest Portal search results to a design entry tool with either the Xpedition Enterprise 
Flow or the PADS Professional Flow version VX.2.7 or later. Search for “PartQuest” in your design 
entry tool’s online help and documentation.

Procedure
1. In the search results list, your custom parts, your project, or your favorites, do either of the 

following:

If you want to... Description

Select all the parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select All  button.
All parts in the list highlight.
To unselect a row, click a highlighted part row of the list.

Select one or more parts in the 
list

1. Click a part row to select the desired parts from the list. You 
can press Shift-click to select a range of part rows.

2. (Optional) To unselect a part, click a highlighted part row of the 
list.

The part rows you select highlight.
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Downloading and Accessing Part Data

If you want to... Description

Unselect all parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select None  button.
All parts in the list unhighlight.

2. Click the Download  button at the top of the list.

Tip
If you are viewing and downloading a single part, you can click the download ( ) button on 
the left side of the short description, or click the Download  button on the bottom-right side 
of the detailed description.

If any of the selected parts do not reference a partition prior to the download, a Partitions dialog 
box displays, requiring you to specify a partition for each part listed.

The PartQuest Portal application downloads an EDX package file (.edx) to the download location 
you specified.

3. To access your downloaded part(s) on your file system, navigate to your browser's download area, 
such as C:\Users\{user_name}\Downloads.

You can move the downloaded .edx  file to a different folder.

Results
You have downloaded the part information of the parts you selected as an EDX package file. You are now 
ready to review the part information of the EDX package or import the part information to a project or a 
library.

For more information on importing part data into a library, search for “EDX package” and “PartQuest” in 
your data management tool’s online help and documentation. For information on adding PartQuest Portal 
parts to a project, search for “PartQuest” in your design entry tool’s online help and documentation.

Related Topics
Configuring User Partitions

Mapping Digi-Key Property Names

Part Information Display
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Chapter 3
Part and Project Management

The PartQuest Portal application provides a variety of ways to keep track of parts and create custom 
projects that organize parts into lists. PartQuest Portal pages, such as My Projects and Favorites enable 
you to organize part lists.

Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts
Saving Parts to a Project
Viewing and Managing Projects
Creating and Editing a Custom Part
Requesting a Symbol and Footprint For a Part

Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts
You can save parts to the Favorites page from a PartQuest Portal Search page results list, a project page, 
or the My Created Parts page. Later you can download parts from the Favorites page.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your single sign-on Siemens account. 
See “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6

Procedure
1. In either the search results list, one of your My Projects lists, or the My Created Parts page, select 

the part(s) you want to save to your Favorites page by doing one of the following:

If you want to... Description

Select all the parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select All  button.
All parts in the list highlight.
To unselect a row, click a highlighted part row of the list.

Select one or more parts in the 
list

1. Click a part row to select the desired parts from the list. You 
can press Shift-click to select a range of part rows.

2. (Optional) To unselect a part, click a highlighted part row of the 
list.

The part rows you select highlight.

Unselect all parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select None  button.
All parts in the list unhighlight.

2. Click the Favorite  button at the top of the list.
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Tip
If you are viewing and saving a single part, you can click the Favorite ( ) button on the 
left side of the short description to add it to your Favorites page.

3. To view the contents of your Favorites page, do one of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Open the Favorites page from the 
home page

From the home page, click Welcome {your_name}, and then 
click Favorites  from the dropdown list.

Open the Favorites page from a 
search or project part list

In the pane on the left side of any list pane, click the Favorites 
item.

Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Saving Parts to a Project

Part Information Display

Viewing and Managing Projects

Creating and Editing a Custom Part

Created Part Information Display

Saving Parts to a Project
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You can organize PartQuest Portal parts by saving them to a custom project part list.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have a list of parts displayed from a search, the Favorites page, or the My Created Parts 
page.

Procedure
1. From a list of parts, select the part(s) you want to save to a project by doing one of the following:

If you want to... Description

Select all the parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select All  button.
All parts in the list highlight.
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Viewing and Managing Projects

If you want to... Description

To unselect a row, click a highlighted part row of the list.

Select one or more parts in the 
list

1. Click a part row to select the desired parts from the list. You 
can press Shift-click to select a range of part rows.

2. (Optional) To unselect a part, click a highlighted part row of the 
list.

The part rows you select highlight.

Unselect all parts in the list At the top of the list, click the Select None  button.
All parts in the list unhighlight.

2. Click the Add to Project  button at the top of the list.

Tip
To save a single part to a project, you can click the Project  ( ) button on the left side of 
the short description or you can click the Add to Project  button at the bottom-right of the 
detailed description.

3. From the Add to Project dialog box, select a project from the list.

The tool adds the parts you selected in Step 1  to the project you selected.

If you want to add the part(s) to a new project, you can create a new project by clicking the Create 
New Project  button, typing the name of the project, and then clicking Done.

4. To view the contents of your projects location, click the My Projects  item in the pane on the left 
side.

A list of existing projects displays.

Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts

Part Information Display

Creating and Editing a Custom Part

Created Part Information Display

Viewing and Managing Projects

Viewing and Managing Projects
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use project part lists to store and organize PartQuest Portal parts. You can view, create, remove, or 
rename one or more projects.
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Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have a list of parts displayed from either a search, or from the Favorites page. See 
“Searching for Parts”  on page 23 or “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29.

Procedure
1. In either the search results list or the Favorites page, click the My Projects  item in the pane on the 

left side.

A list of existing projects displays.

Tip
To view the contents of an existing project, click the project from the My Projects  list.

2. Click the Edit Projects  button.

The Edit Projects window displays. The window lists any projects you previously created.

3. To manage your projects, do any of the following:

If you want to ... Do the following...

Create a new project 1. Click the + Create New Project  button.

2. Enter the new project name.

3. Click the Done  button.

Edit the name of an existing 
project 1. Click the Edit project name  ( ) button associated with the 

project you want to change.

2. Edit the name.

3. Click the Done  button.

Delete a project 1. Click the Close  ( ) button for the project you want to delete.

A prompt displays: “Are you sure you want to delete this 
project and its parts? Click the “X” again to delete the project 
forever.”

2. Click the same  button a second time to confirm you want 
to delete the project.

4. To close the Edit Projects window, click the Close button (X) in the upper-right corner.
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Related Topics
Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts

Creating and Editing a Custom Part

Creating and Editing a Custom Part
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

If the PartQuest Portal search does not return any search results from the Digi-Key® component catalog 
for the part number or keyword you specified, then you can create a custom part.

The application generates a part based on the manufacturer name, part number, and part category you 
specify.

The My Created Parts page lists all custom parts you have created and displays part information.

You may associate a symbol and footprint with a custom part and then download the part data.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

Procedure
1. Do one of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Start from the My Created Parts 
page

1. From the left pane, click the My Created Parts  item.

2. Do either of the following:
• To create a new part, click the Create Part  button at the top 

of the page.

• To edit an existing part, click the  button from an existing 
part in your My Created Parts list.

Start from the home page 1. On the home page, click the Create Part  button.

The My Created Parts page opens.

2. Click the Create Part  button at the top of the page.

The Edit Part dialog box opens.

2. Do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Specify a manufacturer name Type a manufacturer name into the required Manufacturer field.
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If you want to... Do the following...

Specify a part number Type a part number into the required Manufacturer Part Number 
field.

Specify a part description Type a part description into the optional Description field.

Select a classification Click a required classification category.

You can click  to display the subcategories of a classification.
The classification you selected appears as a hierarchical name 
below the Select Classification for Symbol to Part/Package 
Mapping field.

3. When you are finished specifying the custom part, click Done.

The PartQuest Portal application adds the part to the list of parts on the My Created Parts page. 
See “Created Part Information Display”  on page 117.

If the application matches the manufacturer name and part number you specified in Step 2  to 
an existing part in the PartQuest Vault with eCAD models, it associates the same models to the 
custom part. If the application matches the part number to a custom symbol, it associates the 
custom symbol and footprint to the custom part. The application displays model icons if models are 
associated with a custom part.

Results
You have created or edited a custom part. You are now ready to choose a download partition or associate 
the custom part with a symbol or footprint.

Related Topics
Created Part Information Display

Symbol Management

Footprint Management

Searching for Parts

Requesting a Symbol and Footprint For a Part
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You may request EDA data (symbol/footprint) for a part from SamacSys, a developer of PCB library 
content. The part creation service turn around time is generally 24 hours.

You can determine whether a part has eCAD models when you view a part short description in a list of 

parts. If a part short description does not display the symbol  icon and/or the footprint  icon, a 
symbol/footprint is not available to download with the part.

Prerequisites

• You have a list of parts displayed from a search, from the Favorites page, or from a project page. 
See “Searching for Parts”  on page 23, “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29, or 
“Saving Parts to a Project”  on page 30.
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Procedure
1. From a part short description, click the More  button to expand the part description.

2. Click the Request  button.

The Request Data Creation dialog box displays.

3. Enter the number of terminals for this part, and then click the Submit Request  button.

The dialog box displays a message informing you that the request has been noted. An email will be 
sent to you when the symbol/footprint is ready for download from SamacSys.

4. Click the Close  button.

Related Topics
Part Information Display

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method
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Chapter 4
Symbol Management

Many parts that you access with the PartQuest Portal application have a symbol associated with them. If 
a part does not have a symbol, or if the existing symbol does not match what you want, you can choose 
a different standard symbol, choose a symbol from a provider, or create your own custom symbol with the 
Symbol Creator.

You generally create or edit a symbol from a part description in either a list of search results or a page like 
Favorites or a project. See “Searching for Parts”  on page 23, “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on 
page 29, or “Saving Parts to a Project”  on page 30.

Tip
For more information about the IEC and JEDEC standards used by the PartQuest Symbol 
Creator, see the Custom Symbols section of the Account page (click Welcome, <your_name>, 
and then click My Profile).

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method
Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol
Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol
Example of Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol
Mapping a Symbol to a Part/Package

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

With the PartQuest Portal application you can use multiple methods to create a custom symbol. You can 
either create a symbol that is associated with a part or a stand-alone symbol.

Tip
An alternative to creating a symbol is to request one from a symbol/footprint provider. See 
“Requesting a Symbol and Footprint For a Part”  on page 34.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your single sign-on Siemens account. For 
more information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.
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Procedure
1. Do one of the following to start your symbol creation process:

If you want to... Do the following...

Start from a part list to associate 
a symbol with a part

1. From a list of parts, expand one of the part descriptions by 
clicking the More  button.

If a symbol is associated with the part, either a thumbnail of 
the symbol appears to the left of the button (hover over it to 
enlarge it), or one of the following icons display, indicating that 
EDA data is available for this part:

2. Click the Choose Symbol  button.

Start from the My Symbols page 
to edit an existing symbol or to 
create a symbol that is not initially 
mapped to a part (will map it 
later)

1. From the left pane of a list of parts, click the My Symbols  item.

2. Do either of the following:
• To create a new symbol, click the Create Symbol  button at 

the top of the page.

• To edit an existing symbol, click the  button from an 
existing symbol in your My Symbols list.

The Symbol Creator page opens. Continue the process by 
skipping to either “Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol” 
on page 39 or “Creating a Custom Symbol Using a 
Standard Symbol”  on page 41.

Start from the home page to 
create a symbol that is not initially 
mapped to a part (will map it 
later)

1. On the home page, click the Create Symbol  button.

The My Symbols page opens.

2. Click the Create Symbol  button at the top of the page.

The Choose Symbol dialog box opens.

2. Do one of the following from the Choose Symbol dialog box:

• If you want to create a simple rectangular shape symbol, skip to the topic: “Creating a Custom 
Rectangular Symbol”  on page 39.

• If you want to use a predefined standard symbol to create your own symbol, skip to the topic: 
“Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol”  on page 41.

Related Topics
Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Requesting a Symbol and Footprint For a Part

Part Information Display
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Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol

Symbol Information Display

Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol

Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Mapping a Symbol to a Part/Package

Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

With the PartQuest Portal application you can create a rectangular symbol for a part that does not 
currently have a symbol, replace an existing symbol associated with a part, or create a new symbol that 
you will later associate with a part.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have defined the basic characteristics of your symbol from the Symbol Creator Settings 
page. See “Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings”  on page 18.

• You have opened the Choose Symbol dialog box using one of the methods described in 
“Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method”  on page 37.

Procedure
1. If you started from the My Symbols page and are editing an existing symbol, skip to step 2. 

Otherwise, click the Create Symbol  button at the top of the Choose Symbol dialog box.

The Symbol Creator dialog box opens with the Symbol name and Terminal(Pin) List section in the 
left pane, and a Symbol Preview in the right pane.

Tip
From the button at the lower-right side of the Terminal(Pin) List section, you can expand 
(click Expand  ) or collapse (click Collapse  ) the left pane.

2. Do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Change the name of the symbol The tool supplies a symbol name such as CUSTOM_SYMBOL.
1. Click the Edit  button to the right of the symbol name.

2. In the Custom  field, enter the new symbol name and then click 
Ok.

If the symbol name already exists, the tool suggests an 
alternative.
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If you want to... Do the following...

View details about the part 
associated with the symbol

If the symbol is associated with a part that has a datasheet, click 
the datasheet  button to view the functional pin names as well 
as the terminal numbering of the package.

Import terminals(pins) to the 
symbol

Prerequisite: You have a .csv  file that contains the list of 
terminals(pins) that you want to assign to the symbol. See “CSV 
File Headers and Values”  on page 129 for information on the 
format required by the Symbol Creator tool.
1. Click in the Terminal(Pin) List region or click the Upload 

terminal(pin) list  ( ) button at the bottom-right of the 
Terminal(Pin) List region.

The Import Terminals(Pins) dialog box displays.

2. Click the Choose File  button, and then browse to the CSV file.

3. Select the CSV file and click Open.

If there are any issues with the CSV file, a Warning message 
window appears. Note the issues and close the window. 
You may need to edit the Terminal(Pin) List to correct any 
discrepancies.

The rectangular symbol automatically adjusts its size to fit all of 
the imported pins.

Manually add pins to the symbol 1. In the field at the bottom of the Terminal(Pin) List section, type 
a pin name, and then press Return.

2. Continue entering pin names until you have a complete list for 
your symbol.

Rename the selected pin Click  in the Name column, type the pin name, and then press 
Enter.

Delete the selected pin Click  in the Delete column.

Modify or add properties for each 
pin

 Tip
You can select more than one pin and assign a value to all of 
them at one time. You can use click and Ctrl-click to select one 
or more pin rows. Clicking a selected row unselects the row. 
Also use the select All  and None  buttons at the bottom to help 
control multiple selections.

1. Expand the Terminal(Pin) List section by clicking the Expand 
 button to see all of the properties.

2. Enter a logical name for each pin in the Name column, or 
change an existing name by double-clicking on the name and 
typing a new one.
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If you want to... Do the following...

3. For each remaining selected pin, select a property value from 
the dropdown list. Some properties may not require a value if 
the property is not relevant to your part.

 Note:
Some properties interact with other properties. For 
example, if you change a pin “Direction” property 
value from In to Out, the “Connect. Type” property 
value automatically changes from Load to Source. See 
“Terminal(Pin) Properties”  on page 131.

The Other column provides additional properties that you can set.

Hide a pin on the symbol Set the Implicit column to “Yes”.

 Tip
If the Implicit column is not visible, click the Expand  
button.

Move the position of a pin on the 
symbol body

Click and drag a pin on the symbol body to a new location and 
then release the mouse.
A pin snaps to locations as you move the pin. Your Symbol 
Creator settings define the grid size and how the terminals are 
spaced.

Sort Terminal(Pin) List table rows 
by column

Click the header of a Terminal(Pin) List table column to sort the 
table rows by that column. If you click the same column header 
again, the sort order reverses.
For example, if you click the Terminal # column header, the 
Symbol Creator tool sorts the rows by the terminal numbers, 
low to high. If you click the column header again, the sort order 
reverses from high to low.

3. Click the Done  button below the Terminal(Pin) List section when you are finished creating your 
symbol.

Your custom symbol appears in your My Symbols list.

Related Topics
Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method

Symbol Information Display

Mapping a Symbol to a Part/Package

Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard 
Symbol
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

With the PartQuest Portal application you can create a custom symbol for a part if the current one does 
not suit your needs, or if one is not available. You can start your custom symbol by using a predefined 
standard symbol as your starting point.
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Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have opened the Choose Symbol dialog box using one of the methods described in 
“Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method”  on page 37.

Procedure
1. If you started from the My Symbols page and are editing an existing symbol, skip to step 3. 

Otherwise, in the Choose Symbol dialog box, in the “Choose a standard symbol” section, expand 
the category of symbols (if it is not expanded) that is similar to the one you want to create.

2. From the list of common symbol shapes under a category, click a symbol template to use as a 
starting point for your symbol.

These symbols are standard sizes and are not customizable. The size automatically adjusts to 
display text properly.

The Symbol Creator dialog box opens with the Symbol name and Terminal(Pin) List section in the 
left pane, and a Symbol Preview in the right pane.

Tip
From the button at the lower-right side of the Terminal(Pin) List section, you can expand 
(click Expand ) or collapse (click Collapse ) the left pane.

3. Do any of the following from the Symbol Creator dialog box:

If you want to... Do the following...

Change the name of the symbol The tool applies a standard name to the symbol, such as 
Digital_Microphone_1.
1. Click the Edit  button to the right of the symbol name.

2. In the Custom  field, enter the new symbol name and then click 
Ok.

If the symbol name already exists, the tool suggests an 
alternative.

View details about the part 
associated with the symbol

If the symbol is associated with a part that has a datasheet, click 
the datasheet  button to view the functional pin names as well 
as the terminal numbering of the package.

Add pins to the symbol 1. In the Terminal(Pin) List, click in the Terminal # column cell.

If you are editing a symbol associated with a part and the part 
has a footprint assignment, then a dropdown list of unassigned 
terminals displays.

2. Click on a footprint terminal number for this pin.

3. Repeat the previous steps until you have assigned terminal 
numbers to all pins.
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If you want to... Do the following...

Specify a functional name to be 
used as the pin label

For a pin in the Terminal(Pin) List, in the User-defined Name 
column cell, double-click, and then type a functional name to 
display as the label on the symbol.
The symbol size changes dynamically to suit the length of pin 
names inside the body. For example, if you changed Vout to 
AmplifierOutputPin, the symbol size increases to accommodate 
the new pin label length.

Remove or add all optional pins 
from the symbol (if applicable)

Click the Disable All  or Enable All  button.
The Symbol Creator tool removes or adds optional pins on the 
symbol.

Add or subtract an optional pin 
from the symbol (if applicable)

Toggle the Disable  or Enable  button for an optional pin to either 
disable or enable it.
At the bottom of the Terminal(Pin) section, the Symbol Creator 
tool tracks how many pins are currently unassigned in the 
Unassigned Footprint Terminals area.

Show a terminal as a No Connect At the bottom of the Terminal(Pin) List section, the Symbol 
Creator tracks how many standard symbol pins are currently 
unassigned in the Unassigned Footprint Terminals section.
Click the Add  button to the right of the Unassigned Footprint 
Terminals area to add unassigned pins to the Terminal(Pin) List 
section.

Sort Terminal(Pin) List table rows 
by column

Click the header of a Terminal(Pin) List table column to sort the 
table rows by that column. If you click the same column header 
again, the sort order reverses.
For example, if you click the Terminal # column header, the 
Symbol Creator tool sorts the rows by the terminal numbers, 
low to high. If you click the column header again, the sort order 
reverses from high to low.

 Tip
To exclude disabled pins from the sort and keep those pins at 
the bottom of the list, toggle the Terminals Sorting button to 
the Exclude Disabled  position.

4. (Optional) Check whether a yellow exclamation mark ( ) appears beside the image of a part in a 
list, indicating the pin-to-terminal mapping is incorrect or incomplete.

Possible errors include:

• List of terminal(pin) names does not match terminal numbers.

• Duplicate terminal(pin) numbers used in mapping.

• Invalid footprint.
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Related Topics
Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method

Example of Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Symbol Information Display

Mapping a Symbol to a Part/Package

Example of Creating a Custom Symbol Using a 
Standard Symbol
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

This example steps you through the process of using the Symbol Creator tool to edit a standard symbol to 
replace the one that comes with the LM741CNNS/NOPB PartQuest Portal part.

Procedure
1. In the search field at the top of the Search page, enter LM741CNNS/NOPB, and then click the 

Search  button.

2. Click the More  button in the short part description.

3. Click the Choose Symbol  button in the detailed description section.

The Choose Symbol dialog box displays.

4. Expand the Amplifier category if it is not already expanded, and then click the "Differential I/ Single 
Ended O" standard symbol.

The Symbol Creator displays with a symbol named “Texas_Instruments_LM741CN_NOPB”.

5. Click the Edit  button to the right of the name.

6. Select the Custom field, edit the name to be “TI_LM741CN_NOPB”, and then click the Ok  button.

7. Click the Datasheet  ( ) button to access the PDF of the datasheet.

The datasheet displays the details about this part, such as the functional pin names and the 
terminal numbering. As shown in the datasheet section called “Pin Configuration and Functions”, 
pin 1 on the package has a functional name of Offset Null.

The default symbol in the Symbol Creator Symbol Preview pane includes optional pins as shown 
on the left in the following figure:
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8. Hide the optional pins by clicking the Disable All  button.

The Symbol Creator tool hides the optional pins, as shown on the right in the previous figure.

This part utilizes two of the optional pins we removed, both called Offset Null in the datasheet, pins 
1 and 5.

9. In the Terminal(Pin) List section, scroll until you can see the two Offset pins, and then toggle the 
Disabled  switch to Enabled  for each to add them back to the symbol.

10. Expand the Terminal(Pin) list section by clicking the Expand  ( ) button on the bottom right side 
of the Terminal(Pin) List region to see all the properties.

11. In the Terminal # column of the Terminal(Pin) List, click to enter the footprint terminal number for 
each pin as defined in the datasheet (repeated in the following table).

Datasheet pin # Datasheet Name JEDEC Name in Terminal(Pin) List

2 INVERTING INPUT Negative Input

3 NONINVERTING INPUT Positive Input

1 OFFSET NULL Offset Node 1

5 OFFSET NULL Offset Node 2

6 OUTPUT Output

7 V+ +V

4 V- -V
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Each functional name now corresponds to the matching footprint terminal number, as shown in the 
following figure:

Tip
Click the Collapse  ( ) button to see more of the Symbol Preview window.

As shown in the datasheet, this part has a No Connect pin on terminal 8. On the bottom of the 
Terminal(Pin) List, in the Unassigned Footprint Terminals area, the Symbol Creator tracks how 
many pins are currently unassigned. In this example, there is one unassigned terminal.

12. Click the Add  button to the right of the Unassigned Footprint Terminals text entry box.

The Symbol Creator adds the NC terminal to the Terminal(Pin) List.

13. Enter the footprint terminal number (8) for the NC pin.

14. In the User-defined Name column of the Terminal(Pin) List, double-click the “Vout” entry to select it, 
and then type “AmplifierOutputPin” to rename it.

The symbol size adjusts to accommodate the longer name.

User-defined pin names can be repeated because these are labels only. The real pin names are 
displayed in the JEDEC Name column.

15. Click the < Done  button below the Terminal(Pin) List section when you are finished creating your 
symbol.

Related Topics
Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings

Symbol Information Display

Mapping a Symbol to a Part/Package
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier
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You associate a custom symbol with a PartQuest Portal part by mapping the symbol to either a part 
number or a package code.

Note:
The PartQuest Portal application associates a custom symbol to a part/package only once. You 
cannot edit the part/package mapping later.

Prerequisites

• You are logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. For more 
information, see “Signing In to the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have a custom symbol that is not associated with a part. From the My Symbols page, the 
“Associated to Parts” property value of the symbol you want to map is “No”.

• You are creating or editing a custom symbol with the Symbol Creator tool. See “Creating a 
Custom Rectangular Symbol”  on page 39 and “Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard 
Symbol”  on page 41.

Procedure
1. From the Symbol Creator tool, click the Add Terminal Numbers  button at the top of the 

Terminal(Pin) List.

The Map Symbol to Part/Package dialog box opens.

2. Do any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Specify a part/package mapping 
method

Choose one of the following:
• MFR/MPN — Map the symbol to a part using the manufacturer 

name and part number.

• MFR/PKG — Map the symbol to a package using the 
manufacturer name and package code.

• STD/PKG — Map the symbol to a package using the 
standards body name and package code.

Specify a manufacturer name Prerequisite: You choose either the MFR/MPN or the MFR/PKG 
part/package mapping method described elsewhere in this table.
Type a manufacturer name into the required Manufacturer field.

Specify a standards body name Prerequisite: You choose the STD/PKG part/package mapping 
method described elsewhere in this table.
Type a standards body name into the required Manufacturer field.

Specify a part number Prerequisite: You choose the MFR/MPN part/package mapping 
method described elsewhere in this table.
Type a part number into the required Manufacturer Part Number 
field.
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If you want to... Do the following...

Specify a package code Prerequisite: You choose either the MFR/PKG or STD/PKG 
part/package mapping method described elsewhere in this table.
Type a part number into the required Manufacturer Part Number 
field.

Specify a description Type a part/package mapping description into the optional 
Description field.

Select a classification Click a required classification category.

You can click  to display the subcategories of a classification.
The classification you selected appears as a hierarchical name 
below the Select Classification for Symbol to Part/Package 
Mapping field.

3. When you are finished specifying the mapping, click Done.

The Symbol Creator tool opens.

The part/package mapping you specified appears below the symbol name.

The PartQuest Portal application adds a custom part to the My Created Parts location with a name 
matching the manufacturer part number or package code you specified.

Tip
When you have completed the symbol pin name to footprint terminal number mapping, 
download the custom part created in Step 3  from the My Created Parts page. If you 
download the custom symbol from the My Symbols page, the EDX package does not 
include pin-to-terminal mapping.

Results
You have mapped a symbol to a part/package. You are now ready to finish editing the symbol.

Related Topics
Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol

Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method
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Chapter 5
Footprint Management

Many parts that you access with the PartQuest Portal application have a footprint associated with them. If 
a part does not have a footprint, or if the existing footprint does not match what you want, you can create 
your own custom footprint with the Footprint Creator wizard.

The Footprint Creator wizard enables you to capture the physical package definition of a part.

The wizard generates a footprint based on the dimensions, terminal type, and other physical attributes of 
your part. The wizard guides you through the process of capturing the part package details.

The My Footprints page lists all the custom footprints you have created, and provides an information 
display of each footprint.

Tip
For more information about the IEC and JEDEC standards used by the PartQuest Footprint 
Creator wizard, see the Footprints section of the Account page (click Welcome, <your_name>, 
and then click My Profile).

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint
Specifying the Package Outline
Specifying Terminals
Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material
Validating a Custom Footprint
Custom Footprint Examples

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use the Footprint Creator wizard to create or edit a custom footprint when a PartQuest Portal part 
footprint does not already exist or you want a different footprint. The wizard steps you through the process 
of specifying part package information and provides a top-down 2D representation of the part package 
and terminals as you specify the details.

Tip
If the part information display of a part list includes a footprint icon ( ), a footprint exists for the 
part.

An alternative to creating a custom footprint is to request a footprint from a symbol/footprint provider.
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Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have detailed package information from the part manufacturer. Package information is 
usually provided in the manufacturer datasheet or packaging specifications document. You can 
use the PartQuest Portal application to find parts and related datasheets.

Tip
If a package dimension is not provided by a part datasheet, do not specify the dimension 
in the Footprint Creator wizard. The wizard calculates dimensions and applies the rules 
of the JESD 30H and JEP30-P100 standards for electronic device package descriptions 
automatically. Input only data that is provided by the manufacturer.

Procedure
1. Use one of the following methods to start the Footprint Creator wizard:

If you want to... Do the following...

Start from a part list 1. From a part list, expand one of the part descriptions by clicking 
the More  button, and then click Choose Footprint.

2. From the Choose Footprint dialog box, click Create Footprint.

Start from the My Footprints page Do either of the following:
• To create a new footprint, click Create Footprint.

 Tip
Start the wizard this way only if you don’t want to 
associate the new footprint with a part.

• To edit an existing footprint, from the footprint list, click the Edit 
button ( ).

Start from the home page  Tip
Start the wizard this way only if you don’t want to associate the 
new footprint with a part.

1. Click Create Footprint.

The My Footprints page opens.

2. Click Create Footprint.

The Footprint Creator wizard Package Outline page appears.

2. From any page of the wizard, perform any of the following:
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If you want to... Do the following...

View the definition of a footprint 
term

Click the information icon ( ) to display a cross reference to one 
of the following:

• The JEDEC standard, JESD30I: Descriptive Designation 
System for Electronic-device Packages.

• The JEDEC publication, JEP30-P100.01: Part Model 
Package Guidelines for Electronic-Device Packages - XML 
Requirements.

• The IPC standard, IPC-7351B: Generic Requirements for 
Surface Mount Design and Land Pattern Design.

Edit the footprint name 1. From the top of the page, click Edit.
2. Choose the suggested name, or type a name into the Custom 

field.

3. Click Ok.

View the component datasheet If the footprint is associated with a Digi-Key part, the manufacturer 
and part number appears at the top of the page, with an Adobe 
icon ( ). Click the Adobe icon ( ) to open the component 
datasheet.

Open a wizard page If the prerequisites have been met for a page, you can open it by 
clicking Package Outline, Terminals, Details, or Validate  from 
the top of the page.

Change the 2D package preview From the right panel, do any of the following:
• Zoom in by rolling the mouse wheel up.

• Zoom out by rolling the mouse wheel down.

• Pan the preview by pressing the Shift key and then dragging 
the mouse.

• Reset the preview to the default zoom scale by clicking Reset 
Preview.

The preview updates as you specify the package outline 
dimensions and terminal numbers, as described in the remaining 
steps.

Reset the footprint specification Click Reset Part.

3. Choose the package type and dimensions.

See “Specifying the Package Outline”  on page 52.

4. Choose the package terminal type and dimensions.

See “Specifying Terminals”  on page 54.

5. Choose the terminal numbering pattern and package body details.

See “Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material”  on page 57.
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6. Validate the package footprint calculation.

See “Validating a Custom Footprint”  on page 59.

Results
The wizard generates a footprint based on the package and terminal options that you specified. You are 
ready to either to create a symbol for the part, or if you already have a symbol and the terminal mappings 
are valid, you are ready to download the footprint.

Related Topics
Footprint Information Display

Find and Download Parts

Requesting a Symbol and Footprint For a Part

Custom Footprint Examples

Part and Project Management

Specifying the Package Outline
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use the Package Outline page of the Footprint Creator wizard to specify the package outline of a 
custom footprint. A PartQuest Portal footprint package outline is specified by the general characteristics of 
the package, the shape of the package, and the detailed dimensions of the body.

As you build a package, the right panel displays a top-down, two-dimensional (2D) preview of the 
package. The dimensions of the package outline appear as you specify them.

Tip
For more information about an package outline option, click the information icon ( ) to display 
a cross reference to the section of the JEDEC standard that defines the package outline term or 
dimension.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have detailed package information from the part manufacturer.
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Tip
If a dimension is not found in the datasheet, there is no need for you to provide that 
dimension in the Footprint Creator wizard. The wizard calculates dimensions and applies 
the rules of the JEDEC standards for electronic device package descriptions automatically. 
Enter only data that is provided in the part datasheet.

• You have opened the Footprint Creator wizard (from the home page, click Create Footprint, and 
then from the My Footprints page, click Create Footprint).

Procedure
1. From the Package Outline section, choose a package outline type.

If the Extended Package Outline section appears, choose an option from this section too.

2. From the General section, choose general specifications of the package as follows:

a. Choose a Unit-of-Measure (UOM) as defined by the datasheet.

Tip
If the datasheet provides both imperial and metric units, select “mm (millimeters)”.

b. Choose a mounting preparation.

The wizard displays mounting preparation options appropriate for the package outline you 
selected. For example, small outline packages do not require prepping prior to mounting and 
so the wizard displays the straight mounted option only.

c. Choose a body direction.

The wizard displays body direction options appropriate for the package outline you selected. 
For example, small outline devices are always placed in the horizontal direction on the board 
and so the wizard displays the horizontal option only.

3. From the Package Shape section, choose a shape that most closely represents the package body.

The wizard displays package shape options appropriate for the package outline you selected. For 
example, small outline devices are always a rectangle package shape.

4. Enter package dimensions as follows:

a. From the Dimensions section, type the minimum, nominal (typical), and maximum package 
dimension values provided in the datasheet.

Datasheets vary in how they provide dimension information. For example, some datasheets 
provide nominal values with minimum and maximum values of a dimension. Other datasheets 
will provide a nominal dimension with a positive and negative tolerance. You can specify 
the dimensions using either approach. Nominal is sometimes referred to as typical by some 
datasheets.
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Tip
Enter all of the dimensions provided in the datasheet. Do not compute dimensions that 
are not provided in the datasheet. The wizard extrapolates unspecified dimensions 
from known dimensions.

b. View the 2D preview of the package to confirm that the package dimensions are correct.

5. Click Continue to Terminals.

Either the Footprint Creator wizard Terminals page displays or a popup error message displays 
that indicates the mandatory dimensions that are missing. Options with errors appear in red on the 
Package Outline page.

Results
The wizard generates a package outline with the dimensions that you specified. You are ready to specify 
the terminals (pins) of the package.

Related Topics
Specifying Terminals

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

PartQuest Portal Getting Started Videos

Custom Footprint Examples

Specifying Terminals
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use the Terminals page of the Footprint Creator wizard to choose the terminal (pin) type of a custom 
footprint you are create for a PartQuest Portal part.

The Terminals page is organized into subsections of package terminal characteristics. As you specify 
options, other options or new subsections may appear in the Terminals page.

The Terminals page enables you to create one or more terminal groups to organize multiple terminals that 
have a common shape, position, and size.

As you build a package, the right panel displays a top-down, two-dimensional (2D) preview of the 
package terminals.

Tip
Datasheets vary in how they provide terminal position and dimension information. For example, 
some datasheets provide nominal values with minimum and maximum values. Other datasheets 
provide a nominal position with a positive and negative tolerance. You can specify the position 
and dimensions of terminals using either approach. Nominal is sometimes referred to as typical 
by some datasheets.
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Tip
For more information about a terminal option, click the information icon ( ) to display a 
cross reference to the section of the JEDEC standard that defines a terminal characteristic or 
dimension.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6.

• You have successfully defined the package outline of the footprint in the Package Outline page of 
the Footprint Creator wizard.

• You have detailed package information from the part manufacturer.

Tip
If a terminal dimension is not found in the datasheet, there is no need for you to provide 
that dimension in the Footprint Creator wizard. The wizard extrapolates unspecified 
dimensions from known dimensions.

Procedure
1. (Optional) From the Terminal Groups Options section of the left panel, specify options for terminal 

groups.

2. From the Terminal section of the left panel, choose a terminal type.

The wizard displays terminal types appropriate for the package outline you selected in the 
Footprint Creator wizard Package Outline page. For example, the ball terminal appears if you have 
selected a grid-array package outline.

If the Additional Terminal Information section appears, choose an option from this section too.

3. From the Terminal Position section of the left panel, choose a position.

The wizard displays terminal position options appropriate for the terminal form you selected.

Depending on the terminal form you selected, the additional terminal position options may appear. 
For example, a ball terminal provides options for the ball matrix, and number and row/columns. 
Select the options and enter values from the datasheet.

4. (Optional) If the Additional Terminal Position Information section appears in the left panel, choose 
an option from this section.

5. (Optional) If you selected a C-bend, gull-wing, or J-bend terminal type, the Coplanarity section 
appears in the left panel. Type the dimension of the coplanarity tolerance zone in the coplanarity 
field.

6. From the Terminal Shape section of the left panel, choose a shape.

The wizard displays terminal shape options appropriate for the terminal form you selected.
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Depending on the terminal shape you selected, the additional terminal shape options may appear. 
For example, a ball terminal shape provides options for X/Y offset references. You can either skip 
this step if the terminals are not offset or select the options provided by datasheet.

7. (Optional) If the Terminal Contact Positions section appears in the left panel, type the minimum, 
nominal (typical), and maximum contact position values provided in the datasheet.

8. From the Terminal Dimension (T. Dim) section of the left panel, type dimension values provided in 
the datasheet.

9. (Optional) Use terminal groups to organize multiple terminals. Some package designs require you 
to create multiple terminal groups.

Perform any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Create a terminal group From the top of the terminal options panel, click the +  icon.
If the current terminal group is complete, the wizard creates a 
new terminal group. If the current terminal group is incomplete, 
a popup error message appears that indicates the mandatory 
options or dimensions that are missing

Delete a terminal group From the top of the terminal options panel, click the down arrow 
icon ( ) next to the terminal group name, and then select the 
Delete  list item.

Rename a terminal group From the top of the terminal options panel, click the down arrow 
icon ( ) next to the terminal group name, select the Rename  list 
item, and then type the new name.

Allow terminal group selections If selected, allow terminals of the current terminal group to be 
selected from the 2D package preview.

 Tip
You select terminals in the 2D package preview when you 
choose a package numbering pattern from the wizard Details 
page.

10. Click Continue to Details.

Either the Footprint Creator wizard Details page appears or a popup error message appears that 
indicates the mandatory terminal dimensions that are missing or have conflicting values. Terminal 
options with errors appear in red on the Terminals page.

Results
The wizard generates terminals with the characteristics and terminal dimensions that you specified. You 
are ready to specify the terminal (pin) numbering pattern and manufacturing details of the package

Related Topics
Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint
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Custom Footprint Examples

Specifying the Package Outline

Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package 
Material
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use the Details page of the Footprint Creator wizard to specify the terminal (pin) numbering pattern 
and the package body material of a custom footprint you create for a PartQuest Portal part.

As you build a package, the right panel displays a top-down, two-dimensional (2D) preview of the 
package terminals. The position and terminals numbers appear as you specify them.

Tip
For more information about a terminal numbering or package material option, click the information 
icon ( ) to display a cross reference to the section of the JEDEC standard that defines terminal 
numbering patterns and package body materials.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6

• You have successfully defined the terminals of the footprint in the Terminals page of the Footprint 
Creator wizard.

• You have detailed package information from the part manufacturer.

Procedure
1. From the Terminal Numbering Pattern section, choose a pattern.

If a message appears to click the first terminal of the sequence, from the 2D package preview, click 
the first terminal.

The wizard displays a sequence of terminal (pin) numbers in the 2D package preview.

2. (Optional) Some complex packages require you to specify the location and label pattern of 
terminals. You use the 2D package preview to specify complex number value patterns.

From the 2D package preview, perform any of the following:

If you want to... Do the following...

Set terminal (pin) number 1 Right-click a terminal, and then choose the Set as First Terminal 
popup menu item.

Select a range of terminals Click a terminal and then shift-click the last terminal in the range.
Selected terminals appear shaded.
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If you want to... Do the following...

Select a set of terminals Ctrl-click one or more terminals.
Selected terminals appear shaded.

Unselect terminals Right-click and choose the Clear Selection  popup menu item.

Reset terminal numbering Right-click a terminal, and then choose the Reset Number  popup 
menu item.

Specify a terminal number Click a terminal, and then from the Terminal Numbering Pattern 
section, click either the Assign  button or a pattern button, select a 
value pattern from the dropdown list, and then type a value.
If you choose a numerical value pattern, you can specify ranged 
numerical values (1-100), a list of comma-separated values 
(1,2,3), or a combination of both.
If you choose an alphabetical value pattern, you can specify an 
upper or lower case range of alphabetic values (A-Z), a list of 
comma-separated, upper or lower case alphabetic values (A,B,C), 
or a combination of both. You can specify values to include and 
exclude.
If you choose a custom value pattern, you can specify a list of 
comma separated values.

Skip a terminal in the sequence 
of numbers

Right-click a terminal, and then choose the Set as Missing  popup 
menu item.
Missing pins appear with a dashed outline.
You can assign a number to a missing terminal but the wizard 
does not create a footprint pad it.

Delete a terminal Right-click a terminal, and then choose the Set as Deleted  popup 
menu item.
Deleted pins appear with a dashed outline.
You cannot assign a number to a deleted terminal and the wizard 
does not create a footprint pad for it.

Reset a missing or deleted 
terminal

Right-click a missing or deleted terminal, and then choose the 
Reset Missing/Deleted  popup menu item.
The wizard makes the terminal available for numbering.

Exclude a terminal from 
numbering

Right-click a terminal, and then choose the Exclude from 
Numbering  popup menu item.
The wizard labels excluded terminals as “NA<num>” where<num> 
is a numeric suffix and creates a footprint pad for it.

3. From the Package-body Material section, select the primary material that makes up the package 
body.

4. Click Continue to Validate.

Either the Footprint Creator wizard Validate page appears or a popup error message appears that 
indicates the terminal numbers that are missing or have conflicting values. Terminal numbering 
options with errors appear in red on the Details page.
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Results
The wizard generates the terminal number pattern that you specified. You are ready to examine and 
validate the footprint.

Related Topics
Validating a Custom Footprint

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

PartQuest Portal Getting Started Videos

Custom Footprint Examples

Specifying Terminals

Validating a Custom Footprint
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You use the Validate page of the Footprint Creator wizard to view the custom footprint calculated for a 
particular target design density of a PartQuest Portal part.

The left panel displays a summary of the footprint such as the compatible manufacturing processes, 
solder mask clearance, and stencil thickness allowed.

The right panel displays a top-down, two-dimensional (2D) preview of the package superimposed onto the 
footprint.

Prerequisites

• You have logged into the PartQuest Portal website with your Siemens account. See “Signing In to 
the PartQuest Portal Application”  on page 6

• You have successfully defined the terminal numbering pattern of the footprint in the Details page 
of the Footprint Creator wizard.

Procedure
1. (Optional) Choose a density from the Target Design Density dropdown list.

The wizard updates 2D package preview with a footprint variation that satisfies the target design 
density you selected. The PartQuest part or footprint download includes all target design density 
variations of the footprint.

Tip
Click the information icon ( ) to display a cross reference to the IPC standard that defines 
target design density.

2. (Optional) Review the footprints created for each target design density.

The footprint elements of the 2D package preview are color-coded as shown in Table 3: Footprint 
Color Key.
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Table  3. Footprint Color Key

Color Description

Green Solder mask

Light gray Silkscreen

Brown Copper

Bright yellow Assembly outline

White Body

Dull yellow Placement outline

Red outline Terminal contact area

Blue outline First terminal indicator

Dotted red or blue outline Indicates one of the following:
• If the terminal does not include a terminal number, indicates a 

deleted terminal.

• If the terminal includes a terminal number, indicates a missing 
terminal.

3. Review the manufacturing processes compatible with the part.

4. If you are finished reviewing the footprint, click Return to Search  or click the Package Outline, 
Terminals, or Details  link at the top of the page to edit the package specification.

Related Topics
Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

PartQuest Portal Getting Started Videos

Custom Footprint Examples

Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material
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Custom Footprint Examples
See these detailed instructions on how to create a custom footprint in a variety of package outlines for a 
PartQuest Portal part.

Example of Creating a Disk Button Package Footprint
Example of Creating a Flatpack Package Footprint With a Thermal Pad
Example of Creating a Flatpack Package Using Terminal Groups
Example of Creating a Dual In-Line Package Footprint

Example of Creating a Disk Button Package 
Footprint
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

This example steps you through the process of using the Footprint Creator wizard to create a custom 
footprint for a disk button package of a PartQuest Portal part. A disk button is a button-shaped package 
where terminals may exit either radially from the package periphery, like a spoked wheel, or axially from 
the center.

Procedure
1. Use the PartQuest Portal search to find "KR-5R5V155-R", and then from any of the search results, 

click , and examine the part’s package information.

The following shows package information for the KR-5R5V155-R part from the datasheet.
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Figure 1. KR-5R5V155-R Package Information

2. From the Search page, start the Footprint Creator wizard.
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3. Use the Package Outline page to specify the package outline style and dimensions selections and 
value from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Terminals.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Package Outline

Dimensions (mm) General, Unit-of-Measure (UOM) mm (millimeters)

- General, Mounting Preparation Straight Mounted

Part number ‘V’ 
designator

General, Body Direction Vertical

- Package Shape

W1 Ref=5.0mm Dimensions, Dimension1 • - Tolerance(mm)=0.3

• Nominal(mm)=5

• + Tolerance(mm)=0.3

Ø D=19.0 +/-0.2 Dimensions, Dimension2 • - Tolerance(mm)=0.2

• Nominal(mm)=19

• + Tolerance(mm)=0.2

- Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Standoff
See Table Note 1.

• Minimum(mm)=0.5

• Maximum(mm)=0.9

H Max=19.7 Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Part Height Maximum(mm)=19.7

Table Note 1: Standoff is the difference between the maximum part height dimension, H Max=19.7, 
and the shortest part height, 19.0-0.2=18.8. Standoff, minimum is 19.7-19.2=0.5 and standoff, 
maximum is 19.7-18.8=0.9.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the package outline options.
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4. Use the Terminals page to specify the package terminal type and dimensions selections and 
values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Details.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Overlap

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY=1

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Body Y 
Reference

(No selection)

P=5.0 +/-0.3 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (x) • -Tolerance(mm)=0.3

• Nominal(mm)=5

• + Tolerance(mm)=0.3

T=0.2 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 • Minimum(mm)=0.2

• Nominal(mm)=0.2

• Maximum(mm)=0.2

W=1.0 +/-0.1 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 • -Tolerance(mm)=0.1

• Nominal(mm)=1

• + Tolerance(mm)=0.1

L=4.0 +/-0.1 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Insertion Height

• -Tolerance(mm)=0.1

• Nominal(mm)=4

• + Tolerance(mm)=0.1

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminals options.
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5. Use the Details page to specify the package terminal numbering pattern and package body 
material using selections and values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue 
to Validate.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

Diagram Terminal Numbering Pattern

Polarity indicators Terminal Numbering Pattern Custom Pattern = 
Negative,Positive
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Polarization Polarized

- Package-body Material Metal

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering and 
polarization options.

6. Use the Validate page to view the footprint for various target design densities.

The following 2D package view shows the footprint summary generated by the Footprint Creator 
wizard for the KR-5R5V155-R part package and a target design density setting of nominal material 
condition (nominal density).
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The Footprint Creator wizard displays the footprint summary as follows:

Manufacturing Process Part is Compatible with:

• Manual Placement

• Wave Solder

• Selective Mini Wave Solder

• Manual Solder - Low Volume High Mix

• Manual Solder - High Volume Low Mix (May require special attention)

Solder Mask Clearance — 75.0 µm
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Stencil Thickness Allowable — 75 µm (3mil)

Solder Paste Size — Solder Paste Aperture is set to 1:1 with the Pad.

Results
The disk button package footprint is complete.

Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Specifying the Package Outline

Specifying Terminals

Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material

Validating a Custom Footprint

Example of Creating a Flatpack Package Footprint 
With a Thermal Pad
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

This example steps you through the process of using the Footprint Creator wizard to create a custom 
footprint for a Quad Flatpack No-Lead (QFN) package with a thermal pad of a PartQuest Portal part. A 
flatpack is a surface mount package with terminals parallel to the seating plane. A thermal pad is exposed 
on the bottom of the IC. Terminals can be on 3 or 4 sides.

Procedure
1. Use the PartQuest Portal search to find "TSV524IQ", and then from any of the search results, click 

, and examine the part’s package information.

The following shows package information for the TSV524IQ part.
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Figure 2. TSV524IQ Package Information
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2. From the Search page, start the Footprint Creator wizard.

3. Use the Package Outline page to specify the package outline style and dimensions using the 
selections and values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Terminals.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Package Outline

Dimensions (mm) General, Unit-of-Measure (UOM) mm (millimeters)

- General, Mounting Preparation Straight Mounted

- General, Body Direction Horizontal

- Package Shape

D (Min.)=2.90
D (Nom.)=3.00
D (Max.)=3.10

Dimensions, Dimension1 • Minimum(mm)=2.9

• Nominal(mm)=3

• Maximum(mm)=3.1
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

E (Min.)=2.90
E (Nom.)=3.00
E (Max.)=3.10

Dimensions, Dimension2 • Minimum(mm)=2.9

• Nominal(mm)=3

• Maximum(mm)=3.1

A1 (MIN)=0.00
A1 (MAX)=0.05

Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Standoff • Minimum(mm)=0

• Maximum(mm)=0.05

A (MIN)=0.80
A (NOM)=0.90
A (MAX)=1.00

Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Body 
Height

• Minimum(mm)=0.8

• Nominal(mm)=0.9

• Maximum(mm)=1

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the package outline options.

4. Use the Terminals page to specify three terminal groups as follows:

You can refer to the following diagram to see how the example’s terminal groups are organized.
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a. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group 1  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions using the selections and values from the table below. When you are finished, click 
the + icon to add Terminal Group 2.

Table  4. Terminal Group 1: Left/Right Edges

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Left-to-Right

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY=4

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape

e=0.5 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (Y) Nominal(mm)=0.5

L (MIN)=0.30
L (MAX=0.50

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. Minimum(mm)=0.3

b. Maximum(mm)=0.5

b (MIN)=0.18
b (MAX=0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm)=0.18

b. Maximum(mm)=0.3

A3=0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm)=0.2

A1 (MIN)=0.00
A1 (MAX)=0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm)=0

b. Nominal(mm)=0

c. Maximum(mm)=0.05

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group 1 options.
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b. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group 2  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below. When you are finished, click the + icon to add Terminal Group 
3.

Table  5. Terminal Group 2: Back/Front Edges

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Back-to-Front
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NX=4

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical

- Terminal Shape

e=0.50 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (x) Nominal(mm)=0.5

L (MIN)=0.18
L(MAX=0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. Minimum(mm)=0.18

b. Maximum(mm)=0.3

b (MIN)=0.30
b (MAX=0.50

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm)=0.3

b. Maximum(mm)=0.5

A3=0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm)=0.2

A1 (MIN)=0.00
A1 (MAX)=0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm)=0

b. Nominal(mm)=0

c. Maximum(mm)=0.05

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group 2 options.
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c. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group 3  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions using the selections and values from the table below.

Table  6. Terminal Group 3: Thermal Pad In the Center

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Terminal Position, Rows/Columns NX=1
NY=1

- Terminal Position, Terminal Function Electrical
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape

D2 (MIN)=1.50
D2 (MAX=1.80

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. Minimum(mm)=1.5

b. Maximum(mm)=1.8

E2 (MIN)=1.50
E2 (MAX=1.80

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm)=1.5

b. Maximum(mm)=1.8

A1 (MIN)=0.00
A1 (MAX)=0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm)=0

b. Nominal(mm)=0

c. Maximum(mm)=0.05

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group 3 options.

d. When you are finished, click Continue to Details.

5. Use the Details page to specify the package terminal numbering pattern as follow:

a. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the left edge of the package by clicking 
the lower-left terminal, and then shift-clicking the upper-left terminal.

The tool highlights the terminals.
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b. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 1 in the text entry 
field.

The tool numbers the pads from back to front.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering options.

c. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the top edge of the package by clicking 
the top-left terminal, and then shift-clicking the top-right terminal.

The tool highlights the terminals.

d. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 5 in the text entry 
field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering options.
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e. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the right edge of the package by clicking 
the upper-right terminal, and then shift-clicking the lower-right terminal.

The tool highlights the terminals.

f. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 9 in the text entry 
field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering options.
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g. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the bottom edge of the package by 
clicking the bottom-right terminal, and then shift-clicking the bottom-left terminal.

The tool highlights the terminals.

h. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 13 in the text 
entry field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering options.
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i. From the 2D package preview, select the terminal at the center of the package.

The tool highlights the center terminal.

j. Click , choose Custom Pattern  from the dropdown list, and then type NC into the 
text entry field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering options.
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k. Choose Plastic from the Package-body Material list, and then click Continue to Validate.

6. Close the Solder Mask Gang Relief Alert popup message box.

7. Use the Validate page to view the footprint for various target design densities.

The following 2D package view shows the footprint summary generated by the Footprint Creator 
wizard for the TSV524IQ part package and a target design density setting of most material 
condition (low density).
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The Footprint Creator wizard displays the footprint summary as follows:

Manufacturing Process Part is Compatible with:

• SMT (May require special attention)

• Manual Placement

Solder Mask Clearance — 60.0 µm

Stencil Thickness Allowable:

• 75 µm (3mil)

• 100 µm (4mil)

• 125 µm (5mil)

• 150 µm (6mil) (May require special attention)

Solder Paste Size — Solder Paste Aperture is set to 1:1 with the Pad.

Results
The flatpack package footprint is complete.
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Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Specifying the Package Outline

Specifying Terminals

Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material

Validating a Custom Footprint

Example of Creating a Flatpack Package Using 
Terminal Groups
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

This example steps you through the process of using Footprint Creator wizard terminal groups to create a 
custom footprint for a flatpack package of a PartQuest Portal part. A flatpack is a surface mount package 
with terminals parallel to the seating plane. Terminals can be on 3 or 4 sides. Terminal groups enable you 
to create collections of terminals with common shapes and dimensions.

Procedure
1. Use the PartQuest Portal search to find “VT1697SB”, and then from any of the search results, click 

, and examine the part’s package information.

Figure 3: VT1697SB Package Information  shows package information for the VT1697SB part.
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Figure 3. VT1697SB Package Information
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2. From the Search page, start the Footprint Creator wizard.

3. Use the Package Outline page to specify the package outline style and dimensions using the 
selections and values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Terminals.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Package Outline

Dimensions (mm) General, Unit-of-Measure (UOM) mm (millimeters)

- General, Mounting Preparation Straight Mounted

- General, Body Direction Horizontal

- Package Shape
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

D=3.75 Dimensions, Dimension1 Nominal(mm)=3.75

E=6.00 Dimensions, Dimension2 Nominal(mm)=6

A1 (MIN)=0.00
A1 (NOM)=0.02
A1 (MAX)=0.05

Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Standoff • Minimum(mm)=0

• Nominal(mm)=0.02

• Maximum(mm)=0.05

A (MIN)=0.90
A (NOM)=0.95
A (MAX)=1.00

Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Body 
Height

• Minimum(mm)=0.9

• Nominal(mm)=0.95

• Maximum(mm)=1

Note 1: To calculate the offset from the center line (CL) to the center of the left terminal contact 
area (X11), see the datasheet BOTTOM VIEW. The center-to-center distance between two 
terminals is dimension e=0.5. The offset from the CL to the center of the terminal to the immediate 
left of the CL is 0.276. A negative X offset value indicates to the Footprint Creator wizard that the 
offset is to the left of the CL. The total offset (X11) is -1.276 = -[(2 x 0.5) + 0.276].

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the package outline options.

4. Use the Terminals page to specify five terminal groups and follows:

You can refer to the following diagram to see how the example’s terminal groups are organized.
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a. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group #1  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below. When you are finished, click the + icon.

Table  7. Terminal Group #1: Pins 11-16

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Back
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NX=6

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, X Offset, Body X 
Reference

- Terminal Shape, X Offset, Terminal X 
Reference

- Terminal Shape, X Offset, Terminal X 
Reference, Offset
See Table Note 1.

Nominal(mm) = -1.276

e = 0.50 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (x) Nominal(mm) = 0.5

b (MIN) = 0.20
b (NOM) = 0.25
b (MAX = 0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. Minimum(mm) = 0.2

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.25

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.3

0.60 +/-0.10 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. -Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.6

c. + Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

A3 = 0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm) = 0.2
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

A1 (MIN) = 0.00
A1 (NOM) = 0.02
A1 (MAX) = 0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm) = 0

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.02

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.05

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group #1 options.

b. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group #2  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below. When you are finished, click the + icon.

Table  8. Terminal Group #2: Pins 6-9

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-in, Right

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY = 4

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Body Y 
Reference

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference

1.948 Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference, Offset

Nominal(mm) = 1.948

2e = 2x0.5 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (Y) Nominal(mm) = 1.0
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

1.70+/-0.10 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. -Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b. Nominal(mm) = 1.7

c. + Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b (MIN) = 0.20
b (NOM) = 0.25
b(MAX = 0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm) = 0.2

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.25

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.3

A3 = 0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm) = 0.2

A1 (MIN) = 0.00
A1 (NOM) = 0.02
A1 (MAX) = 0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm) = 0

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.02

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.05

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group #2 options.

c. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group #3  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below. When you are finished, click the + icon.
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Table  9. Terminal Group #3: Pins 2-5

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Left

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY = 4

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Body Y 
Reference
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference

-1 x 0.552 Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference, Offset
See Table Note 2.

Nominal(mm) = -0.552

2e = 2x0.5 Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (y) Nominal(mm) = 1.0

1.70+/-0.10 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. -Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b. Nominal(mm) = 1.7

c. + Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b (MIN) = 0.20
b (NOM) = 0.25
b(MAX = 0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm) = 0.2

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.25

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.3

A3 = 0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm) = 0.2

A1 (MIN) = 0.00
A1 (NOM) = 0.02
A1 (MAX) = 0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm) = 0

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.02

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.05

Table Note 2: A negative Y offset value indicates to the Footprint Creator wizard that the offset 
is below the package body center line.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group #3 options.
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d. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group #4  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below. When you are finished, click the + icon.

Table  10. Terminal Group #4: Pin 1

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Left

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY = 1

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Body Y 
Reference

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference

2x0.5 + 0.552 Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference, Offset
See Table Note 3.

Nominal(mm) = -1.552

2.5+/-0.10 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. -Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b. Nominal(mm) = 2.5

c. + Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b (MIN) = 0.20
b (NOM) = 0.25
b(MAX = 0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm) = 0.2

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.25

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.3

A3 = 0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm) = 0.2

A1 (MIN) = 0.00
A1 (NOM) = 0.02
A1 (MAX) = 0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm) = 0

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.02

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.05

Table Note 3: A negative Y offset value indicates to the Footprint Creator wizard that the offset 
is below the package body center line.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group #4 options.
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e. Use the Terminals page, Terminal Group #5  tab to specify the package terminal type and 
dimensions from the table below.

Table  11. Terminal Group #5: Pin 10

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Edge-In, Right

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY = 1

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Shape

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Body Y 
Reference

- Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference

2x0.5 + 0.552 Terminal Shape, Y Offset, Terminal Y 
Reference, Offset
See Table Note 4.

Nominal(mm) = -1.552

0.60+/-0.10 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 a. -Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.6

c. + Tolerance(mm) = 0.1

b (MIN) = 0.20
b (NOM) = 0.25
b(MAX = 0.30

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 a. Minimum(mm) = 0.2

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.25

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.3

A3 = 0.20 Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Terminal 
Height

Nominal(mm) = 0.2

A1 (MIN) = 0.00
A1 (NOM) = 0.02
A1 (MAX) = 0.05

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Exposed 
Terminal Thickness

a. Minimum(mm) = 0

b. Nominal(mm) = 0.02

c. Maximum(mm) = 0.05

Note 4: A negative Y offset value indicates to the Footprint Creator wizard that the offset is 
below the package body center line.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the Terminal Group #5 options.
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f. Click Continue to Details.

5. Use the Details page to specify the package terminal numbering pattern and package-body 
material as follows:

a. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the left edge of the package by clicking 
the lower-left terminal, and then shift-clicking the upper-left terminal.

The tool highlights the terminals.

b. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 1-5 in the text 
entry field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering pattern.
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c. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the right edge of the package by clicking 
the upper-right terminal, and then shift-clicking the lower-right terminal.

d. Click , choose Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 6-10 in the text 
entry field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering pattern.
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e. From the 2D package preview, select the terminals on the bottom edge of the package by 
clicking the lower-right terminal, and then shift-clicking the lower-left terminal.

f. Click , select Numerical from the dropdown list, and then type 11-16 in the text 
entry field.

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering pattern.
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g. Choose Plastic from the Package-body Material list, and then click Continue to Validate.

6. Use the Validate page to view the footprint for various target design densities.

The following 2D package view shows the footprint summary generated by the Footprint Creator 
wizard for the VT1697SB part package and a target design density setting of nominal material 
condition (nominal density).
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The Footprint Creator wizard displays the footprint summary as follows:

Manufacturing Process Part is Compatible with:

• SMT (May require special attention)

• Manual Placement

• Manual Solder - Low Volume High Mix (May require special attention)

• Manual Solder - High Volume Low Mix (May require special attention)

Solder Mask Clearance — 60.0 µm

Stencil Thickness Allowable:

• 75 µm (3mil)

• 100 µm (4mil)
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• 125 µm (5mil)

• 150 µm (6mil) (May require special attention)

Solder Paste Size — Solder Paste Aperture is set to 1:1 with the Pad.

Results
The flatpack package footprint with multiple terminal groups is complete.

Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Specifying the Package Outline

Specifying Terminals

Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material

Validating a Custom Footprint

Example of Creating a Dual In-Line Package 
Footprint
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

This example steps you through the process of using the Footprint Creator Wizard to create a custom 
footprint for a dual in-line package (DIP) of a PartQuest Portal part. In-line package terminals are 
arranged in a single row or parallel rows, and are designed for insertion mounting perpendicular to the 
seating plane.

Procedure
1. Use the PartQuest Portal search to find “BQ4015YMA-85”, and then from any of the search results, 

click , and examine the part’s packaging information.

For more information about the part package, search for the “MA (R-PDIP-T)” mechanical drawing 
at TI.com.

Figure 4: MA R-PDIP-T Package Information  shows package information for the R-PDIP-T 
package and Figure 5: BQ4015YMA-85 Terminal Names and Numbers  shows BQ4015YMA-85 
terminal names and numbers.
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Figure 4. MA R-PDIP-T Package Information
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Figure 5. BQ4015YMA-85 Terminal Names and Numbers

2. From the Search page, start the Footprint Creator Wizard.

3. Use the Package Outline page to specify the package outline style and dimensions using the 
selections and values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Terminals.

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Package Outline

Dimensions (mm) General, Unit-of-Measure (UOM) mm (millimeters)

- General, Mounting Preparation Straight Mounted

- General, Body Direction Vertical

- Package Shape
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

E (Min.)=18.03
E (Max.)=18.80

Dimensions, Dimension1 • Minimum(mm)=18.03

• Maximum(mm)=18.8

D (Min.)=42.42
D (Max.)=43.18

Dimensions, Dimension2 • Minimum(mm)=42.42

• Maximum(mm)=43.18

A1 (MIN)=0.38 Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Standoff Minimum(mm)=0.38

A (MIN)=9.27
A (MAX)=9.53

Dimensions, Vertical Dimension, Body 
Height

• Minimum(mm)=9.27

• Maximum(mm)=9.53

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the package outline options.

4. Use the Terminals page to specify the package terminal type and dimensions using the selections 
and values from the table below. When you are finished, click Continue to Details.

Table  12. Terminal Group #1

Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal
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Datasheet Wizard Option Wizard Selection/Value

- Terminal Position

- Additional Terminal Position Information Overlap, Left-to-Right

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Rows/Columns

NY=16

- Additional Terminal Position Information, 
Terminal Function

Electrical

- Terminal Shape

e (MIN)=14.99
e (MAX=16.0

Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (x) • Minimum(mm)=14.99

• Nominal(mm)=15.5 
(assumed))

• Maximum(mm)=16

G (MIN)=2.29
G (MAX=2.79

Terminal Contact Positions, Pitch (y) • Minimum(mm)=2.29

• Nominal(mm)=2.54 
(assumed)

• Maximum(mm)=2.79

C (MIN)=0.20
C (MAX=0.33

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension1 • Minimum(mm)=0.2

• Maximum(mm)=0.33

b (MIN)=0.43
b (MAX=0.58

Terminal Dimension (T.Dim), Dimension2 • Minimum(mm)=0.43

• Maximum(mm)=0.58

L (MIN)=3.05
L (MAX)=3.81

Terminal Insertion Height • Minimum(mm)=3.05

• Nominal(mm)=3.43 
(assumed)

• Maximum(mm)=3.81

The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminals options.
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5. Use the Details page to specify the package terminal numbering pattern and package body 
material as follows:

a. From the 2D package preview, select the top-left terminal.

b. Click , and then select Numerical from the dropdown list.
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The following shows the 2D package view, which results from the terminal numbering pattern.

c. Choose Plastic from the Package-body Material list, and then click Continue to Validate.

6. Use the Validate page to view the footprint for various target design densities.

The following 2D package view shows the footprint summary generated by the Footprint Creator 
wizard for the BQ4015YMA-85 part package and a target design density setting of nominal 
material condition (nominal density).
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The Footprint Creator wizard displays the footprint summary as follows:

Manufacturing Process Part is Compatible with:

• Manual Placement

• Wave Solder

• Selective Mini Wave Solder

• Selective Laser Solder

• Manual Solder - Low Volume High Mix

• Manual Solder - High Volume Low Mix(May require special attention)

Solder Mask Clearance — 75.0 µm

Stencil Thickness Allowable — 75 µm (3mil)

Solder Paste Size — Solder Paste Aperture is set to 1:1 with the Pad.

Results
The DIP package footprint is complete

Related Topics
Searching for Parts

Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Specifying the Package Outline

Specifying Terminals
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Specifying Terminal Numbering and Package Material

Validating a Custom Footprint
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Appendix A
Reference

Created Part Information Display
Footprint Information Display
Part Information Display
Symbol Information Display
CSV File Headers and Values
Terminal(Pin) Properties

Created Part Information Display
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The PartQuest Portal application displays custom part information in the My Created Parts page. You can 
edit a part, download a part, or delete a part by clicking links in the part description.

Created Part Header
The created part information header displays a summary of the created part search result and buttons 
to take action on selected created part rows. Numbered callouts in the following figure correspond to 
matching descriptions in Table 13: Created Part Information Header Items.

Table  13. Created Part Information Header Items

#  Description 

1  Displays the number of displayed created parts and total number of created parts.

2  Click either Select All  or Select None  to control the selection/deselection of the 
created parts in the list.

3  Click the Favorite, Add to Project, Download  or Delete  button to execute a 
batch operation on all of the selected created parts.
Also see “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29, “Viewing and 
Managing Projects”  on page 31, “Saving Parts to a Project”  on page 30, and 
“Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

Created Part Short Description
You can customize the created part information display to sort the part list or change the location of a 
column. You can perform a number of actions on selected parts. Numbered callouts in the following figure 
corresponds to matching descriptions in Table 14: Created Part Short Description Items.
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Table  14. Created Part Short Description Items

# Description

1 Displays favorites, project, and download buttons for a created part:

• Add to favorites  button ( ) — When clicked, adds the selected created part 
to your Favorites page for convenient access later.

Also see “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29.

• Project  button ( ) — When clicked, adds the selected created part to a My 
Projects page. If you do not have an existing project, you are prompted to 
create one. If you have one or more existing projects, you are prompted to 
select which project will receive the selected created part.

Also see “Viewing and Managing Projects”  on page 31 and “Saving Parts to a 
Project”  on page 30.

• Download  button ( ) — When clicked, starts the download process on the 
selected created part. If you have not assigned this created part to a partition, a 
Partitions popup dialog box prompts you to make an assignment.

For more information on importing part data into a library, search for “EDX 
package” and “PartQuest” in your data management tool’s online help 
and documentation. For information on adding PartQuest Portal parts to a 
project, search for “PartQuest” in your design entry tool’s online help and 
documentation.

2
Displays the status of a created part. An exclamation icon ( ) appears if the part’s 
symbol to footprint mapping is incomplete or invalid.

3
Displays the Drag & Drop  icon ( ) for a created part.
Also see “Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

4 Displays an image of a part.

 Note:
Images are for representation only. Obtain exact specifications from the 
product data sheet.

5 Displays models available for a created part:
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Table  14. Created Part Short Description Items  (continued)

# Description

• Symbol/Footprint icon ( ) — Indicates the part information includes an 
eCAD model. If a symbol or footprint does not exist, you can request them from 
a symbol/footprint supplier or create a custom symbol and footprint.

See “Symbol Management”  on page 37 and “Footprint Management”  on 
page 49.

• 3D Model icon ( ) — Indicates that the part information includes a 3D 
model. It is downloaded with the eCAD model.

• IBIS icon ( ) — Indicates that an IBIS simulation model is available for 
HyperLynx SI/PI.

For more information on downloading IBIS simulation models, search for 
“PartQuest Portal” in the HyperLynx Help.

 Note:
Requires the PartQuest Portal Essential subscription tier.

Also see “Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

6 Created part information columns such as manufacturer part number (MFN), 
classification, symbol name, and footprint name.

You can reorder columns by clicking the gear button ( ) and selecting an 
different information field from the popup list.
You can sort search results by clicking a column heading.

7 Displays action buttons for a created part:
• Edit  button ( ) — When clicked, opens the selected part in the Edit Part 

dialog box.

• Delete  button ( ) — When clicked, displays the Delete My Created Part(s) 
popup window with the name of the parts to be deleted. Click Yes  to proceed.

 CAUTION:
You cannot undo a delete action.

8 Displays the more or less button for a created part:
• More  button ( ) — When clicked, the selected created part description 

expands to display additional part item actions. See “Created Part Item 
Actions”  on page 119.

• Less  button ( ) — When clicked, the selected created part description 
contracts to show only the short description.

You can expand all created part descriptions by clicking ( ) in the column 
header.

Created Part Item Actions
The created part item actions enables you to choose a symbol, a footprint, and the download partition of 
a created part. Numbered callouts in the following figure correspond to matching descriptions in Table 15: 
Created Part Item Actions.
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Table  15. Created Part Item Actions

# Description

1 Created part item icons and action buttons:
• Symbol icon — Displays the created part symbol. You can preview a custom 

symbol by hovering over the symbol icon.

• Status icon — Displays the created part status. An exclamation icon ( ) 
appears if the part’s symbol to footprint mapping is incomplete or invalid. 
Mapping error messages appear below the action buttons.

• Choose Symbol  button — When clicked, displays the Choose Symbol dialog 
box. Use the Choose Symbol dialog box to create a custom symbol, choose 
a symbol from a symbol/footprint supplier, or choose a predefined standard 
symbol.

• Choose Footprint  button — When clicked, displays the Choose Footprint 
dialog box. Use the Choose Footprint dialog box to create a custom footprint or 
choose a footprint from a symbol/footprint supplier.

2 Displays the tool flow and download partition specified for a created part. When 
clicked, displays the Partitions: <tool flow>  dialog box. Use the dialog box to 
choose or remove a partition.

Related Topics
Creating and Editing a Custom Part

Footprint Information Display
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The PartQuest Portal application displays custom footprint information in the My Footprints page. You can 
edit, download, or delete a footprint by clicking links in the footprint description.

Footprint Description
You can customize the footprint description to choose which details you want to display, the display sort, 
or you can perform a number of actions on the selected footprint. Numbered callouts in the following 
figures correspond to matching descriptions in Table 16: Footprint Description Items.
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Table  16. Footprint Description Items

# Description

1 Displays the number of displayed footprints and total number of footprints.

2 Check “Show content associated to Part(s)” to include footprints that are 
associated with a part.

3 Select Columns  button — When clicked, displays a popup list of alternate column 
choices. From the list you can choose different content to display in the description 
column.
You can re-order the columns by clicking the arrows.
Click a column heading to sort the footprint list by the column data.

4 Footprint status icon — This icon appears either as an image of the footprint or as 

an exclamation icon ( ) if the footprint is not associated with a part.

5 Footprint information fields display the value of a footprint characteristic.
You can select a range of rows by clicking a row and then Shift-clicking another 
row. You can select a set of rows by clicking individual rows. Selected rows are 
shaded with a light blue background.
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Table  16. Footprint Description Items  (continued)

# Description

6 Filters  list — When clicked, displays a drop list of footprint characteristics and 
the Edit Filters  button. values. You can narrow the results of the footprints list 
by clicking Edit Filters, selecting one or more values of a footprint characteristic 
from the Filters popup window, and then clicking Done. Footprints that have the 
characteristic values you select appear in the list.

7 Click either Select All  or Select None  to control the selection/deselection the 
footprints in the list.

8 Click the Download  or Delete  button to execute a batch operation on all of the 
selected footprint(s). Items 10 and 11 do the same operations, but only on one 
footprint at a time.

9 Edit  button ( ) — When clicked, opens selected footprint in the Footprint 
Creator tool.

10 Download  button ( ) — When clicked, download the selected footprintas an 
.edx  file.
For more information on importing part data into a library, search for “EDX 
package” and “PartQuest” in your data management tool’s online help and 
documentation. For information on adding PartQuest Portal parts to a project, 
search for “PartQuest” in your design entry tool’s online help and documentation.

11  CAUTION:
You cannot undo a delete action.

Delete  button ( ) — When clicked, displays the Delete Footprint(s) popup 
window with the name of the footprint to be deleted. Click Yes  to proceed.

If an information icon ( ) appears instead of a Delete  button, then the footprint 
is associated with a part and cannot be deleted until you either associate the part 
with a different footprint or delete the part.

Related Topics
Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Part Information Display
The PartQuest Portal application displays part information in a short-description format that you can 
expand to display more details. Part information appears from search results, or when you list parts 
stored in your projects or favorites locations. You can access a manufacturer’s datasheet or the Digi-Key 
website page for the part, by clicking buttons and links in the part description.

____________________________________________________________________________________
1. The symbol/footprint supplier limits the number of symbol and footprint downloads per day to 200 

symbols and footprints in a 24 hour period. The supplier provides 3D models with many discrete parts. 
Downloading a symbol, footprint, and 3D model (when available) constitutes 1 download in the 200 
daily limit.
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Part Information Header
The part information header displays a summary of the part search result and buttons to take action on 
selected part rows. Numbered callouts in the following figure correspond to matching descriptions in Table 
17: Part Information Header Items.

Table  17. Part Information Header Items

# Description

1 Displays the number of manufacturer part numbers (MPNs) showing and total 
number of parts of the search result.

2 Click either Select All  or Select None  to control the selection/deselection of all 
the parts in the list.

3 Click any of the Favorites, Add to Project, or Download  buttons to execute a 
batch action on all selected parts.
Also see “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29, “Viewing and 
Managing Projects”  on page 31, “Saving Parts to a Project”  on page 30, and 
“Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

Short Description
You can customize the short-description to choose which details you want to display, or you can perform a 
number of actions on the selected part. Numbered callouts in the following figures correspond to matching 
descriptions in Table 18: Short Description Items.

Table  18. Short Description Items

# Description

1 Displays favorite, project, and download buttons for a part:

• Add to favorites  button ( ) — When clicked, adds the selected part to your 
Favorites page for convenient access later.

Also see “Saving and Accessing Favorite Parts”  on page 29.
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Table  18. Short Description Items  (continued)

# Description

• Project  button ( ) — When clicked, adds the selected part to a My Projects 
page. If you do not have an existing project, you are prompted to create one. 
If you have one or more existing projects, you are prompted to select which 
project will receive the selected part.

Also see “Viewing and Managing Projects”  on page 31 and “Saving Parts to a 
Project”  on page 30.

• Download  button ( ) — When clicked, starts the download process on the 
selected part. If you have not assigned this part to a partition, a Partitions 
popup dialog box prompts you to make an assignment.

For more information on importing part data into a library, search for “EDX 
package” and “PartQuest” in your data management tool’s online help 
and documentation. For information on adding PartQuest Portal parts to a 
project, search for “PartQuest” in your design entry tool’s online help and 
documentation.

2
Displays the Drag & Drop  icon ( ) for a created part.
Also see “Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

3 Displays an image of a part.

 Note:
Images are for representation only. Obtain exact specifications from the 
product data sheet.

4 Displays models available for a part:

• Symbol/Footprint icon ( ) — Indicates the part information includes an 
eCAD model. If a symbol or footprint does not exist, you can request them from 
a symbol/footprint supplier or create a custom symbol and footprint.

See “Symbol Management”  on page 37 and “Footprint Management”  on 
page 49.

• 3D Model icon ( ) — Indicates that the part information includes a 3D 
model. It is downloaded with the eCAD model.

• IBIS icon ( ) — Indicates that an IBIS simulation model is available for 
HyperLynx SI/PI.

For more information on downloading IBIS simulation models, search for 
“PartQuest Portal” in the HyperLynx Help.

 Note:
Requires the PartQuest Portal Essential subscription tier.

Also see “Downloading and Accessing Part Data”  on page 26.

5 Displays the European Union’s Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) 
compliance and lead free (Pb-free) status of a part. You can hover over the 
RoHS / Lead Free icon for more information. In some cases, the status indicates 
that you should request verification of status.
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Table  18. Short Description Items  (continued)

# Description

6 Part information columns.
You can open the part listing on the Digi-Key website by clicking the Digi-Key Part 
Number field of a part.

You can reorder columns by clicking the gear button ( ) and selecting an 
different information field from the popup list.
You can sort search results by clicking a column heading.

7
Displays the pdf  datasheet button ( ) of a part.
You can either open or save the selected part datasheet to your system. Most 
parts have a datasheet. If a part does not have a datasheet, the button may direct 
you to the manufacturer’s website for more information.

8 Displays the more or less button for a part:
• More  button ( ) — When clicked, the selected part description expands to 

include more information. See “Detailed Description”  on page 125.

• Less  button ( ) — When clicked, the selected part description contracts to 
show only the short description.

You can expand all part descriptions by clicking ( ) in the column header.

Detailed Description
The detailed part description provides additional information about a part and repeats some of the actions 
available from the short description. Numbered callouts in the following figure correspond to matching 
descriptions in Table 19: Detailed Description Items.

Table  19. Detailed Description Items

#  Description

1 Displays part information provided by Digi-Key and the part manufacturer.
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Table  19. Detailed Description Items  (continued)

#  Description

2 Choose Symbol  button — When clicked, displays the Choose Symbol dialog box, 
enabling you to choose a symbol for the selected part.
If a symbol is associated with the part, either a thumbnail of the symbol appears 
to the left of the button (hover over it to enlarge it), or one of the following icons 
display, indicating that EDA data are available for this part:

 Note:
The symbol/footprint supplier, SamacSys, limits the number of symbol and 
footprint downloads per day to 200 symbols and footprints in a 24 hour period. 
The supplier provides 3D models with many discrete parts. Downloading a sym
bol, footprint, and 3D model (when available) constitutes 1 download in the 
200 daily limit.

3 Choose Footprint  button — When clicked, displays the Choose Footprint dialog 
box, enabling you to choose a footprint1 for the selected part.
If a footprint is associated with the part, either a thumbnail of the footprint appears 
to the left of the button, or one of the following icons display, indicating that EDA 
data are available for this part:

4 Displays the tool flow and download partition specified for a part. When clicked, 
displays the Partitions: <tool flow>  dialog box. Use the dialog box to choose or 
remove a partition.

Related Topics
Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method

Searching for Parts

Symbol Information Display
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

The PartQuest Portal application displays custom symbol information in the My Symbols page. You can 
edit a symbol, download a symbol, or delete a symbol, by clicking links in the symbol description.

Symbol Description
You can customize the symbol description to choose which details you want to display, the display sort, 
or you can perform a number of actions on the selected symbol. Numbered callouts in the following figure 
corresponds to matching descriptions in Table 20: Symbol Description Items.
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Symbol Information Display

Table  20. Symbol Description Items

# Description

1 Displays the number of displayed symbols and total number of symbols.

2 Check “Show content associated to Part(s)” to include symbols that are associated 
with a part.

3 Displays an image of the symbol.

4 Symbol information fields display the value of a symbol characteristic.
You can select a range of rows by clicking a row and then Shift-clicking another 
row. You can select a set of rows by clicking individual rows. Selected rows are 
shaded with a light blue background.

5 Click either Select All  or Select None  to control the selection/deselection of the 
symbols in the list.

6 Click Download  or Delete  to execute a batch operation on all of the selected 
symbol(s). Items 8 and 9 do the same operations, but are limited to one footprint 
at a time.
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Table  20. Symbol Description Items  (continued)

# Description

7 Edit  button ( ) — When clicked, opens the selected symbol in the Symbol 
Creator tool.

8 Download  button ( ) — When clicked, downloads the selected symbol as an 
EDX package file (.edx).
For more information on importing part data into a library, search for “EDX 
package” and “PartQuest” in your data management tool’s online help and 
documentation. For information on adding PartQuest Portal parts to a project, 
search for “PartQuest” in your design entry tool’s online help and documentation.

9  CAUTION:
You cannot undo a delete action.

Delete  button ( ) — When clicked, displays the Delete Symbol(s) popup window 
with the name of the symbol to be deleted. Click Yes  to proceed.

Related Topics
Choosing Your Symbol Creation Method

Creating a Custom Rectangular Symbol

Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Example of Creating a Custom Symbol Using a Standard Symbol

Symbol Management

____________________________________________________________________________________
2. The symbol/footprint supplier limits the number of symbol and footprint downloads per day to 200 

symbols and footprints in a 24 hour period. The supplier provides 3D models with many discrete parts. 
Downloading a symbol, footprint, and 3D model (when available) constitutes 1 download in the 200 
daily limit.
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CSV File Headers and Values
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

You can add pins to a custom symbol of a PartQuest Portal part by uploading a comma-separated values 
(CSV) file that contains pin information.

Format
Consult the table in the following Parameters section for accepted CSV headers and values. Note that 
the pin name is the only required field. You may fill in many details for some pins and leave others blank 
within a single CSV.

You can view an Excel-format example file (“PartQuest-PinListTemplate.xlsx”) and save a copy, in which 
you can enter your pin names and properties. When you have entered all the details, use the Excel Save 
As function to save the file as a CSV file.

Parameters

Column Header Accepted Values Default Value (when not provided)

Name (required) (Up to 64 character alphanumeric string) N/A

Pin # (Up to 32 character alphanumeric string) (Unpopulated)

Inverted Yes, No No

Direction In, Out, In/Out, N/A (Unpopulated)

Elec. Function Signal, Ground, Power, No-Connect (Unpopulated)

Elec. Type Digital, Analog (Unpopulated)

Output Type Open Collector, Open Emitter, Tristate, Open 
Drain, N/A

(Unpopulated)

Connect. Type Load, Source, Terminator (Unpopulated)

Implicit Yes, No No

Clock Yes, No No

Active High Yes, No No

Active Low Yes, No No

Hysteresis Yes, No No

Enable Yes, No No

Amplifier Yes, No No

Passive Pull-up Yes, No No
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Column Header Accepted Values Default Value (when not provided)

Passive Pull-down Yes, No No

Rated Voltage Number in volts (Unpopulated)

Power Dissipation Number in watts (Unpopulated)

Side Left, Right, Top, Bottom Left

Order Integer (1, 2, 3...) Order of CSV entry

Related Topics
Creating and Editing a Custom Footprint

Specifying Terminals

Terminal(Pin) Properties
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Terminal(Pin) Properties
PartQuest Portal Subscription: Essential tier

When you are creating or editing a custom symbol for a PartQuest Portal part with the Symbol Creator 
tool, you can adjust the property values of the symbol pins.

Description
Some properties have dependencies on each other. The following table will help ensure you only select 
valid combinations of properties.

Objects

Property Description

Name Required
Defines the name of the symbol terminal(pin). This is the same 
name that is referenced when mapping the symbol terminal(pin) 
names to the footprint terminal(pin) names.
The Symbol Creator tool allows you to use duplicate terminal(pin) 
names, and displays the duplicate names on the resulting symbol. 
However, the tool assigns each duplicate terminal a hidden 
name with a suffix of __x, where “x” is a number starting at 0 and 
incrementing by 1 for each duplicate terminal(pin) name on the 
same symbol.

Terminal #(Pin #) Maps the terminal(pin) names to individual footprint terminal(pin) 
numbers. This field is not required to create your symbol, but your 
part may not be ready to use with your design entry tool unless 
you complete this.

Inverted Marks the terminal(pin) as inverted. The tool adds a graphic 
(line above terminal name) to the terminal(pin) to represent it as 
inverted on the generated symbol.

Direction Defines the direction of the signal for this terminal(pin) as In, Out, 
or In/Out. Graphic annotations are shown for "In/Out". Use the 
PartQuest settings to control if graphic annotations are shown 
for "In" direction terminals(pins) on the right and "Out" direction 
terminals(pins) on the left.

Elec. Function Defines the general function of the terminal(pin) as Signal, 
Ground, Power, or No-Connect.

Elec. Type Defines whether the terminal produces or consumes an Analog or 
Digital signal.
Electrical Type is only valid for “Signal” terminals(pins).

Output Type Defines the terminal as Open Collector, Open Emitter, Tristate, or 
Open Drain.
Output Type is valid for terminals(pins) that are defined as 
“Out” (Direction).
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Property Description

Connect. Type Defines the signal as a Load, Source, or Terminator.

Implicit Sets a terminal(pin) to either Yes or No. Terminals set to Yes are 
included on the part, but do not show on your symbol.
Power, Ground, and No-Connect terminals(pins) can be set 
to implicit (Yes). The implicit terminals(pins) are represented 
appropriately in the flow you are using.

Clock If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) as a clock.

Active High If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) to be active on a high level.

Active Low If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) to be active on a low level.

Hysteresis If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) to be hysteresis.

Enable If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) function to be an enable.

Amplifier If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) function to amplify the 
signal.

Passive Pull-up If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) as having an internal 
connection through a passive device to a second, more positive, 
supply voltage in addition to the internal connection to an active 
device through a supply voltage.

Passive Pull-down If set to Yes, defines the terminal(pin) as having an internal 
connection through a passive device to a second, more negative, 
supply voltage in addition to the internal connection to an active 
device through a supply voltage.

Rated Voltage Sets the maximum voltage that may be applied to the 
terminal(pin), beyond which damage may occur.

Power Dissipation Sets the maximum power that may be applied to the 
terminals(pin), beyond which damage may occur.

Usage Notes
You can specify IEEE ANSI graphic annotation to appear with the following properties: Active High, Active 
Low, Amplifier, Enable, Hysteresis, Passive Pull-down, and Passive Pull-up.

See “Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings”  on page 18.

Related Topics
Configuring Symbol Creator Tool Settings
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